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"The MASTER'.-KEY bears 
that peculiar indefinite stamp 
and carries that strange im
preaatveneN that only Truth 
poaaesses. I have read it fiye 
times, some of it fifteen times 
and shall undoubtedly read it 
fifty or a hundred timea • ., 

"Ith the moat clear, definite 
and exhaustive treatise on this 
aubject ever conceived . I wish 
it were possible that all man
kind could benefit from your 
inspir ing messag~·'' 

"All persons having desks 
should have this pamphlet 
thereon. And it 'lj'.ould be a fit
ting pocket c~,ni>anion." 

"I can hardly gra sp the fu II 
significance of the facts. Tbe 
vaatne sa of this subject is so 
overwhelming it seem s a life
time of effort could never 
fathom all its possibilities." 

"I have just received a nd read 
your booklet called the Mast e r
Key . It ia exceeedin gly thought 
ful and in many wa ys master
ful. I will file it away with my 
atrong pre aentat i on s of the 
philosophy of life." 

"You have the h a ppy faculty 
in making your sta t eme n ts of 
t ruth of clothin g yo u r most 
aclentific presentat io n i n beau 
tiful, simple language." 

wlhich can unlock 
the secret chambers 
of success, and 
throw wide the 
doors which seem to 
bar men from the 
treasure house of 
nature. This may 
seem "too good to 
be true," but remem
ber that within a 
few years science 
has placed almost 
infinite resources at 
the disposal of man, 
is it not possible that 
there are still other 
laws containing still 
greater possibilities. 
Ge 't the Master 
Key and find out 
for yourself. 

FREE! There is no charge for the Master Key. It is FREE! -- -~-------------------- -----, 
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I 219 Howard Bldg . , S t . Lou is , M o . I 
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"I have found the Key and 
with it each day am opening the 
storehouse of wisdom and auc-
cess, of which for many years I 
was utterly ignorant!' 

"I cannot find words to ex -
press my appreciation, It has 
opened an entirely new world 
to !De.'' 

"It contains price]ess knowl-
ed ge, va]uable advice, great sur-
prise end astonishing r esults.' ' 

"T h e l'Aa s ter - Key is t he an-
swer t o the d e mand 'Kn o ck and 
it shall be opened. ' A ll the 
wo r ld seek this wonderf u l key." 

"I am learning to att a ck my 
difficulties at the riJ.ih t end-
the cause in s tead oft e e ffect." 

"The Master-K ey came duly 
to hand; have read it a s econd 
time and it is now du e for a 
third re a din g 4 All who a r e look. 
ing for t he better thin g s per-
taining to human life should 
have it." 

"It ia very clea r and concise, 
yet forc e ful presentatio n of the 
bi g subject handled. 0 

" Th e Maste r -Key gi ves a mos ·t 
scienti fic, direct and compre-
h ens1v e pr e se ntation of th e con• 
str u c t ive power of thou gh t .. " 

"I find it tr ench a nt, sc ie ntific 
a nd fu ll of m e mor ab l e state-
m e nt s . May you ha ve rnuch 
s uccess w it h this m eri to r iou s 
wo r k 4" 

"I t t ea ch es t h at the fo rces 
which m akes fo r suc c ess .are 
a vail a bl e fo r all, a n d the pra c-
tic e of t he la w s g ov er ning the 
sa me w ill l ift p o ve r ty t o p owe r ." 

" You hav e gi ve n a wonde r -
ful an a ly si s of t he power that 
i s th e c rea t ive · fo rce by w h ich 
t h e m a s t er mi nd co ntr ol s his 
d estiny ." 

NOTE-Tomorrow, today will be yesterday, get your Master Key TODAY! NOW! 

Please mention A.Gd! when wri tina to advertis~n1 
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The Tarot is the Key to all Mysteries 

The Philosophy embodied in the symbolism of this wonderful picture · book is 
bfc)u,ht out more clearly, accurately and comprehensively than ever before in 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE TAROT 

By Paul F. Case 

Mr. Case unfolds these mysteries and makes their study easy for all. He has 
given students of the Kabbala and students of the value of numbers an unique and en
lighteninz work. 

PRICE $1.75 

Azoth Publishing Company, 15 Hamilton Place, 

New York City 
Book Department. 

The Science of the Switchboard of the Universe 

is what the author calls . 

TIIE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE YI-KING TAO 

and the Ql~bala• of Egypt, India and the Hebrews. 

By Zeolla J. Boyile 

~ method of tellini past, present and future events adapted to the ~a,e. 
pol!Sellling letters. 

It will be found wonderfully accurate. 

A thoroughly practical treatise on vibratory action; kept rigidly within the bounda 
of the "strict proof" methoda of the :Physical Laboratory. 

PRICE.' ,a..Sl.75. 

Aiotli Publishin& CQs:npany, 15 H.jlmilton Place, New York City 
lk>o~ De~tQleiit 
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TO OUR READERS 

AzoTH is not established to propagate any special teaching. It is an Open 
Forum for the expression of the ideas and thought of any person who has some
thing to say worthy · of consideration by others. 

It must therefore be understood that the editor does not necessarily endorse 
the teaching or statements in the articles appearing in the magazine. In some 
cases he distinctly disagrees, but considers that his province is to let readers 
think for themselves and not attempt to influence their minds by his own. 

He will welcome discussion of articles in the department called The 
Caldron, and believes this is by no means the least important feature of AZOTH. 
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~bi to rials 
Ours .elves. 

NO. 1 

With this issue of AZOTH we commemorate our fourth 
birthday and begin the fifth year of our existence. Conceived 
and started when almost all the world was at war, under what 
level headed business men considered most inopportune con
ditions and with very meagre resources for such an enterprise, 
the faith was strong in us that such a . magazine was needed, 
that the inspiration to launch it upon the uncertain seas of 
literature came from higher sources than the hope or ambition 
of its editor, ~nd that it had ·a part to play in the changes in 
men's thought and philosophy which were then beginning to 
be felt. 

An open forum for the presentation and discussion of all 
subjects connected with the larger life of rnan and the hidden 
laws of his existence; a medium through which all thinkers 
and investigators may give to the public the results of their 
thinking and research; identified with no special' school, cu-it; 
rel_igion or philosoplw, but impartially , presenting all, a:s well 
as being rea~y to criticise and sift truth from falsehood _ in all; 
we belieye AzoTH to b~ the most unique and un:usual magazine 
published in the· world at ' the present time making for liber .1. 
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ality, tolerance and the true spirit of fraternal feeling among 
all men and women whose minds ' eyes see a wider horizo n 
of life than that bounded by their own petty affairs or the 
frivolities of the material world. 

Our faith has been justified. We have made good. A 
magazine that has been able to struggle successfully against the 
continually advanced prices of paper, printing, mailing rate s, 
rents and wages which have beset its path for the past thre e 
years, is evidently needed and appreciated, its future is assured . 
This assurance comes to us daily in the shape of most eulogisti c 
and encouraging letters from our ever increasing number of 
readers. Some help us by suggestions and constructive criti 
cism, some just cannot help writing just to say how helpfu l 
they find the magazine; all are our good friends, whose co
operation in the work which we are trying to do is a joy and 
inspiration to us. This is what we hoped for, this is what we 
want, you readers of AZO TH . We want you to feel that it is 
y our magazine as well as ours, that it is not an impersona l 
thing, with which you have nothing to do but that you are 
concerned in its work, that the editors are your friends and 
fellow workers ready to listen to, nay, anxious to hear your 
advice and have your cooperation in its continual improvemen t 
and usefulness. 

Our ideal is that the many thousands who now read AZOT H 
may regard themselves as each in some degree taking part in 
the work of spiritual enlightenment now manifesting in the 
world; that we may be, as it were, one large body bound to
gether by this common purpose, and in all ways helping the 
test of our fellow men out of the darkness of materiality. 

One small way is to introduce this magazine of ou.rs to all 
and sundry who may be interested; to spread the knowledge of 
its existence, so that its influence may extend widely, and our 
future birthdays be as happy and prosperous as we most cor 
dially wish the coming yea r may be for all of .you. 

Two Aspects of Occultism. 

In a world in which every phenomenon of nature, eve ry 
principle; every law, has its dual aspect and the play between 
them reproducing the primal trinity , it would be strange, in
deed, if we were unable to find this twofold aspect in Occult 
Study. · 

The ancient mysteries are slowly and gradually becomin g 
mysteries no longer; the ancient teachings which were so 
closely guarded by the hierophants of the past from all except 

' 
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tried and tested disciples are becoming public property. Such 
a magazine as AZOTH could not have been published two thou
sand years ago, even if the facilities for such publication had 
existed. No one outside the closed doors of Temple or secret 
fraternity could have acquired sufficient knowledge to write 
for it, or, if they had, would not have been allowed to do so 
and live. 

From all we can learn from history and ancient writings 
we are constrained to admit that, although possessing somewhat 
different standards of ethics and ideals, man two thousand years 
ago was essentially very much the same kind of being he is to
day, certainly no worse in the practice of evil doing, and pos- · 
sibly better considering the increased struggle for existence and 
the manifold temptations of modern life. 

Why, therefore, should the doors of the Santi Sanctorii of 
Occult Science be slowly opening for this age and generation? 
And what was the reason for the long period of intense and 
close guardianship of secrets which are now no longer to be 
considered as secrets? The answer to these two questions is of 
course in the increased a mental development of civilized human
ity generally; the stimulus given to the average mind by the art 
of reading and the provision of books accessible to all, en
hanced by the struggle for existence having been shifted more 
from the physical to the mental battle field. Although there 
were as many great minds in the past as there are in the present 
and in fact some to which no mind in modern times is com- , 
parable, there is no doubt that the average intelligence and the 
ability of man to think for himself is far greater and more ex
tended now than then. 

With such development of mentality and after the some
what inevitable debauch of the power in the direction of gross 
materiality and selfishness, it is natural that the attention of the 
more spiritually developed should turn to a desire for knowl
edge of the more real than the less real, in the sense of those 
matters more vital and permanent which began to dawn upon 
the mental horizon with the realization of the transitor:iness of 
mortal life and the unreliability of physical sense perception. 

Whatever man demands, whenever he is ready, such are 
sooner or later granted unto him; such is the law of growth, 
hence some of the outer veils shrouding the Divine Mind from 
profane gaze are being lifted and the light of understanding · 
shining more brightly for all. 

There can be very little doubt that this general enlighten
ment is for the benefit and progress of mankind, but we can 
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imagine some ancient high priest, revisiting the world, holding 
up his hands in the utmost horror and dismay at the awful 
dangers likely to follow, the depth of evil and unrighteousness 
into which man would surely fall. · 

Perhaps few of us can place ourselves in this attitude but 
to a great extent it is justifiable and the possible evil is in some 
respects as great as the possible good. The "strong meat" as 
well as the "milk for babes" is now accessible to all and if the 
"babes" insist upon eating the former the diet will be, for 
them, disastrous; such food is for men onl,: and this means 
those who are strong and can resist temptation and evil. 

Take, for example, one or two of the fundamental teach
ings of Occult Science. It is now very generally believed that 
this life in a mortal body is followed by a continued and in all 
respects a more pleasant existence in another condition. The 
old horror of death is disappearing. To those who do not 
thoroughly understand the importance of physical life the 
temptation to end it, when unhappy, or to make no effort to 
retain it when sick, is very great indeed and may develop into 
a serious situation. , 

The Law of Karma, or Cause and Effect, when improperly 
understood is as likely as not to result in a complete resignation . 
to an inevitable fate and the loss of all ambitio11 to overcome 
life's obstacles. 

These are negative evils, but let us iipagine that some un
scrupulous men and women become seized with the truth of the 
power of thought and will, and learn from the many sources 
available how to develop it. They would become irresistib le 
forces in their immediate spheres of influence and could work 
indescribable evil upon others. 

This power for evil would be tremendously magnified if it 
were possible for such persons · to acquire a knowledge of how 
to operate and control elemental and other forces by practice of 
what is called ceremonial magi ·c; but we may be grateful to the 
guardians of man that really very little reliable knowledge of 
this art is known, and the average man and woman of the class 
we haye indicated are more than likely to dismiss what they do 
meet with as but gross superstition. 

Such are some of the possible evils o~ a study of Occultism, 
that "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing" applies as one will 
readily see with much greater aptness to such study, and we 
would suggest to all teachers that these dangers should be care
fully pointed out and that emphasis be laid upon the necessity of 
setting up the highest possible standard of ethics as a rule of con
duct, necessary and inseparable from a successful grasp of Occult 
Science. 

.. 
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~limtntarp ;Jpnamitt, 
BY ROSA G. S. ABBOTT 

Embryonic gestation epitomizes race-long experience and 
development; in which the human germ passes rapidly through 
four types of the animal kingdom: reptile, bird, fish and mam- . 
mal; a synthesis which has exacted eons of evolutionary travail in 
flux and reflux surge. , 

Human ethics, aesthetics and ratiocination represent, at any 
given period, a point reached in some antecedent developmental 
experience of a race or a sub-race. 

Human alimentation registers with accurat~ nicety, the 
precise measure of psychic unfoldment attained by the race or 
the individual. Racial efflorescence is naturally far in advance 
of racial levels-in experience, in expression, and in projected 
ideals. ' 

The elucidation of any theory into a working hypothesis 
resembles the evolution of a living organism, the first explana
tory and tentative presentations of the idea being followed by 
tests and essays which win gradual acceptance, as far as pre-ex
istent notion, custom and affiliation permit. 

Cosmic tendency, modified by the psychical and ethical 
trend and ascent of that tendency, should alone determine the ac
ception or the rejection of refinements and reforms of current 
usage. 

Racial habitudes and mao.ias are first biologic, then psychol
ogic, then mental (by idea and imagery,) then physiologic and 
sympathetic-passing into automatic action and necessity not 
easily displaced. Yet the complex being is ever confronted with 
optional modes of existence, and he chooses in accordance with 

1 
the finer or grosser structure of his nervous system, plus his pro
jected discernment. 

.... Normal man is two-third .s appetite and one-third intellect. 
Superman is two-thirds intellect and one-third appetite. Nor
mal man cannot, therefore, adopt the liberated and liberative 
fruit regime of a Plato, per saltum, but must educate himself 
gradually toward it. We may deplore the ruthless, insensitive 
utilitarianism of our race-appetite, brutal as it is, and systemati
cally at variance with aesthetic ideals-the urg ,e of the yearning 
maw ever ruling reason and divine enthusiasm-yet cannibalism 
itself is wont to subside naturally when an adequate refinement 
in nervous texture is reached; and 'the crass insensibility of car-
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nivorous cravings will finally merge into innocuous desuetude, 
leaving us in heart-felt sympathy with St. Francis when he 
prayed the emperor's edict against those who snared "his sisters, • . 
the larks." No regret will attach to abstention from flesh-foods, 
since it will but witness the withdrawal of our psychism from the 
level of vultures and jackals, creatures that thrive upon "retro- f 
grade metamorphosis," owing to .their debased natures. 

As Life is a royal progress toward ideal Beauty, the true 
sage will sublimate his philosophy to accord with the Chinese 
voyant who took his point of departure from the Beautiful 
throughout Universe and its principles inherent in all things. 
Porringers of ambrosial sunrise, with sugar, better befit an im
mortal soul on earth than the diseased and stenchful products of 
the shambles, with their terrible price of pain, and the antagon ..
isms which create dread stress in the vibratory ether, and which 
react, in return surges, to plague and befog us on our eternal way. 

Yet our peoples are consuming relatively less flesh than be
fore; the menu giving increasing space to soups, salads, ices, 
fruits and sugars, which formerly were not in evidence; and the 
meatless regime must, perforce, become of greater exigence as 
grazing acreage is taken over for residential purposes . More
over, economics will insist that grains and vegetables in natural 
status treble the food valuation of quadrupeds on the hoof. 

Also the finer man, (he of the aeroplane, the wireless, and 
the new methaphysic), requires a finer body: and he will learn 
to eat the soul of the sun-filled grains and fruits directly from 
nature, without cookery, which denatures their chemical con
stituents. 

India's teaching adds that the vegetable food· of elephants 
procures them sound teeth, with vigor, at one hundred year s of 
age, whereas our dentists pullulate and thrive in direct ratio to 
the consumption of hot meats and iced accessories, accompl ices 
and abettors. 

Godlike Apollo love~ Eden's repasts, and he perceives cos
mically. He wears no beard, his step is winged, and his voice is 
purest melody. America's high-caste youth will one day learn 
his secret. Apollo has naught to fear of ghoulish obsession from 
the astral and the intangible ambience. These dangerous on
slaughts thrive upon psychic poisons generated by the murde r of 
animals. 

Incoming body-cells should be prenatally educated upon 
solar foods and cosmic thought. 

Bedouin nomads exhibit incredible resistance to fatigue, 
nourished as they are upon dates, corn and elemental substances. · 
The warlike Sikhs of India are said to be guiltless of flesh meats 

,., 
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and of intoxicants. Napoleon found greatest endurance in his 
troops which fed upon black bread, olives, raisins and natural 
foods: and it is a fact that the forty days' fast is performed rather 
by vegetarians than by carnivorous persons. 

Canny Bernard Shaw proclaims his belief that the cannibal 
is the only logical flesh-feeder, as he eats bodies of nearest resem
blance to his own; and, certes, Mr. Shaw's alert wit and wisdom 
witness the benefits of his Pythagorean credo. (Pythagoras ac
cepted no disciple in divine philosophy who did not pledge ab
stention from flesh meats.) 

Progressive ethical consciousness must induce refinements in 
alimentary accessories and usance. Jury service is widely inter
dicted to butchers because that occupation perverts the judgment. 
Shall we subserve our brother's debasement by daily demands for 
steaks and chops? 

The scathing arraignment of Western civilization by an 
Oriental at our World's Parliament of Religions, revealed the 
horror of our butcher shops in all their . vulgarity, as centers of 
crime , disease, and psychic obsession. It is incredible indeed 
that Christianity cannot yet rise to Oriental levels in this regard, 
but must convoy her abattior with her missionary, about the 
globe. 

How antithetical in this instance rings the text from Gene
sis: "Behold I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is 
upon the face of the earth, and every tree in which is the fruit 
of a tree yielding seed, and to you it shall be for meat ." 

Stoics, cynics, sages, and saints of all 'eras have read into 
these lines the secret of innocence and happiness, and of peace 
on erth. Never shall we have disarmament, nor cosmic con
sciousness, until children are bred who do not slay to eat. 

Harmonious equilibrium throughout Nature is disturbed 
and vitiated by wanton destruction of sentient beings. The sub
liminal unity of cosmic life is proven by vibratory oscillation and 
surge; and thus we should not institute in the ether vibrations of 
dire and disastrous consecution and efflux. The life of man may 
not, by any rule of reason or logic, be dissevered from the life 
of the Universe. Therefore diet becomes destiny, for as we eat 

· so shall we become, and so shall we constitute our racial entente. 
At each repast there are two guests-soul and body. We do 

not eat ferocious beasts, as they are imbued with a fiery spirit 
which stimulates astral perturbations and besetments in man, 
awakening in him the nature of those creatures. Animal food 
does not nourish the spiritual self, but excites material propen
sities and engenders pachydermatous bodies, with diseases arid 
death of the finer self: so that all creatures · in feathers, furs, or 
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,fins fly ·the approach of man and his energie imperative devas
trice. 

Manu, 'the sage Hindu law-giver, admitted man's crude 
right to feed upon animals, following the law of the underworld; 
yet he affirmed infinite benefits to be derived from refraining to 
. do so. . 

And hear the institutes of Vishnu: "He who gives no living 
creature, intentionally, the pain of confining or killing it, from 
benevolence toward all creatures will enjoy everlasting happi
ness. 

"M.eat cannot be obtained without injuring an animal, and 
the murder of animals excludes the murderer from heaven; 
therefore meat must be avoided. 

"I (Vishnu) reside in one free from sin, whose food is pure. 
"Me will he eat in the next world whose flesh I am eating 

here." 
Today the objective mind and the vital temperament str ive 

between the Scylla of the flesh-pots and the Charybdis of in
ability to assimilate a solar regime .. How may one urge forw ard 
his unregenerate body-cells to accept a regimen adopted by his 
reason and the reason of the ages? The new psychology will re
ply: 

"By auto-suggestion, and by continuous experimental effort 
toward the higher way." 

Idiosyncratic aversions and affections must be routed from 
the subconscious mind, for it is there that they persist, aris ing 
to confuse and discourage the aspirant to aesthetic perfection; 
and the method par excellence is by ideal suggestion before 
sleep, as the subliminal region then becomes active, while the 
subjective mind, with its false and outworn beliefs, becomes 
quiescent. 

Affirm agreement with, and insistence upon, the purer 
foods; and each night before retiring, read from the many beau
tiful sources which advocate these aliments; and gradually the 
inner consciousness will yield assent, precisely as the wayw ard 
boy, by long ~uggestion of untruth, compels his subliminal self to 
accept ni'cotine as a manly necessity. 

Persistence in this discipline 'will inevitably dispose of 
physiologic rebellions which were supposedly inexorable and 
constitutional. ' 

As a lullaby, the patient may review Milton's Edenic repast, 
from the Paradiso, or Shelley's impassioned appeals for innocent 
foods, or Ovid's pleadings, by way of subliminal coercion dur ing 
sleep; for the new culture must begin in the psychic dep ths, 
creating harmonic rhythm of the ether-waves, by affirmations of 

• 
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unity with the One Life; thus liberating inter-atomic energies of 
centripetal polarization. This new science of ·mind, declares 
Bergson, will surpass all our hopes; and truer vision will initiate 
definitive peace between men, with pity toward the 1great silent 
caste, which looks to man for help. 

When the animal is regarded as brother, and not as prey, 
the troubled earth will undergo spiritual metamorphosis, and 
the millenium will be ushered in. 

"0 mortals, from your fellow's blood abstain, 
Nor taint your bodies with a food profane, 
While corn and pulse by nature are bestowed, 
And planted orchards bend their willing load; 
While labored gardens wholesome herbs produce 
And teeming vines afford their generous juice. 
A guiltless feast administers with ease, 
And without blood is prodigal to please. 
The essay of bloody feasts on brutes began, 
And after, forged the sword to inurder man." 

Ovrn. 

THE .CALL OF THE SOUL 

I called you-and across the ages dark 
A lingering, almost breathless whisper came
W as it the echo of my longing cry 
Or just a faint, faint murmur of your name? 

I called you-could you hear me? 
Deep from out my soul the longing went. 
Did you receive the call ? Or was it but 
The strength of my desire that I sent? 

I called you vaguely-hardly knowing whom I called
Only that part of me was lost-it seemed the best
And blindly I went forward in dim faith, 
Weak without you, yet strong to face the test. 

I called you-all my life I seemed to call. 
And wandered lonely as a mountain stream 
That seeks the sea, but has so far to go. 
It seemed one weary, weary endless dream. 

I called you hoping that the dream woulq. break 
And I should wake and find you there at last. 
Memories of another dreamless state 
Beckoned me on-thoughts of a life long past 
When we were one-urged me to hope 
That somewhere you were also seeking me-your own, 
And sometime, somewhere, we must meet. 

MAY FLOWER ]AMES. 
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~ottbt tbe l\o~icrucian 
HIS FAUST AND HIS- SUB-FAUST 

By "PEREGRINUS" 

(Continued) 

The would be masher enters the girl's bedroom in her ab
sence and is highly impressed by the spotless cleanness in which 
it is kept. This atmosphere of purity at once turns the doctor' s 
imagination-more active now under the influence of the soma
drink-toward purer conceptions. For a moment the buddhic 
element in him gets the upper hand in his consciousness: "Wha t 
delight-shudder catches me? I would like to linger here for 
hours. Nature, here didst thou develop with fleeting dreams 
the inborn angel. Here lay the child, its bosom filled with warm 
life, and here worked out itself the image of the gods with hol y 
pure weaving work." Reread, please, this quotation, for the 
quintessence of alchemy is distilled into these few lines. 

Then a Kamic wave passes again, the doctor himself be
comes bewildered at his own pure sensations: "How deeply am I 
moved I What wan test thou here? What makes thy heart so 
heavy? Poor Faust, I recognize thee no more. Am I here sur 
rounded by a magic atmosphere? I was pushed just to enjoy, and 
now feel myself melting in a love's-dream." Are we but toys for 
every pressure ~f the atmosphere? Yes, we are but toys 
for every pressure of our magnetic atmosphere, carrying impres 
sions from Above as well as from Below, to everybody just what 
he is willing to receive. 

The masher has vanished , but the struggle continues, the 
desire of Faust is still "the desire for her sweet body." But he 
learns by and by his lessons, begins to realize the true nature of 
love as something higher and entirely different from a mere 
satisfaction of lust. He is again surprised by the experience: , 
"What is this heavenly pleasure in her arms?" The subtile trans :: 
mutation works now more intensively until at least the forme r 
John Lewd discovers the celestial element in human love, and 
his desire is now not only to press "bosom to bosom" but "to pene-
trate soul by soul." The transmutation of a masher into a Pla-
tonic · lover is then complete. 

Nevertheless the idyll ends in a bloody tragedy in which the 
innocent Margarethe undergoes the extreme penalty, while 
Faust the guilty seducer escapes unhurt. His conscience troubles 
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him for a while only. Soon he receives from Above · the drink 
from Lethe, forgets the whole affair, becomes love-happy again 
in the arms of Helene and without the slightest repentance, 
without any expiation, his soul is saved by direct interference 
from heaven, and angels carry him into the arms of the still lov
ing Margarethe. 

The reader who is not blinded by the brilliant fire-works of 
poetry adorning these scenes but still thinks, becomes here per-

. plexed. Why I Corrupting a young innocent girl, making her 
the murderer of her mother and baby, killing her brother who 
defends her honor, and causing her death on the scaffold: are 
these but such trifles which may be committed entirely unpun
ished, and is there salvation without any expiation, simply be
cause a foolish little goose still loves her seducer? Where is di
vine or even poetical justice? Or shall we draw only the moral, 
so sarcastically expressed by Mephistopheles: "The god who 
created boys and girls recognized readily the noblest vocation: 
to furnish opportunity?" Shall we close the book shrugging 
shoulders: Yes, "she is not the first one." 

The thinker ought not to become alarm~d. The master-poet 
in his poetical magnum opus did not commit such blunders as 
would have been the forgetting of divine or poetical justice or . 
the law of recompensation or harmony. He did not take chances 
with the reader who analyzes, by making his hero unsympathetic. 
True, the layman could hardly find satisfactory answers to these 
perplexing questions, but the esoterist can. 

As told already, the whole Margarethe-episode is not played:. 
in our material life, but up in the Invisible. While the mind and . 
body of Faust undergo the happiness of love and the sufferings 
which follow, his body slumbers quietly on his bed. N everthe.:.. 
less the whole affair is not merely a dream or illusion for him ,; 
but a real incident in the separate life of his soul, part of the trials 
through which he has to go, trials influencing actually ·his soul
development, the separation of his Manas from Kama a~d its 
attachment to Buddhi. Faust, Margarethe and Mephistopheles 
are really in action, but the other dramatis personae of this epi
sode are but shades from the Hades, taking on temporary forms 
by the will of Mephistopheles. 

The key to this mystery is given in the names again. Hen
rich and Margarethe are standing next to each other in the calen_. 
dar, they are fixed for July 12th and 13th. This closeness is one 
of the hints and indications which Goethe admonished his read
ers to look after. Faust is generally known as Johann, but Mar
garethe calls him Heinrich. Why? In such a careful work as 
the Faust is, it would be not reasonable to regard this special 
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name as selected .merely by the free fancy of the poet, or becaus e 
it belonged also to the original Faust, Heinrich Corneliu s 
Agrippa. The closeness of the name of Heinrich to Margareth e 
-the latter b~ing itself a well-known symbol-suggests rathe r 
that Heinrich is the mystic name of Faust, the name which-ac 
cording to the Apocalypsis, is written on a white stone, and "no 
man knoweth saving he that receiveth it." Margarethe knows it , 
because she is herself that white stone-margarita, pearl-other 
wise she is his twin-soul, called syzygy in gnostic terminology. 

The symbolism of the pearl was long ago traditional among 
Gnostics. There is for instance the beautiful "Hymn of th e 
Robe of Glory. "* in which the hero is sent to Egypt, synonym 
for the lower Hades, to bring out "the one pearl." The hym n 
was discovered but recently, so Goethe could not know it, but 
h,e knew Tradit ion, might have read also in Latin or in Germa n 
translation (publ. 1714) the "Pretiosa margarita novella" by 
Bonus of Ferrara , one of the best known alchemical books of 
the 16th century. Paracelsus also calls ( II. 117b.) the Lili of 
the alchemists: margarita maxima. 

The reunion after earthly tribulations of these twin-souls is 
expressed by Margarethe in heaven: "The early beloved , no 
more troubled, he return s." She is the attractive, the magneti c 
part of the twins as it is evident from the instruction given to her 
by the Mater gloriosa: · "Come, lif t thyself to higher spheres , 
when he has the presentime nt of thy presence, follows thee. " 

rhus in the tragedy Faust is for Margarethe just an instru 
ment for the inevitable earthly tribulations on their way to per 
fection. There is even a delicate poetical thought in makin g 
the male part of the twin soul, and nobody else, the instrumen t 
for the tribulations of the female par t. Margarethe teaches to 
Faust and enjoys with him real human love, and both suffer its 
woes. Faust advances on his path , while Margarethe is "saved " 
finally through the very heavy suffering. There is justice and 
harmony in the episode. 

Had exigencies of composition not necessitated the actual ar• 
rangement, the Walpurgis night ought to have been placed be
tween the scenes in Auerbach's cellar and in the witch-kitchen, 
for the lesson it conyeys is to be learned between these two phases . 

This scene is enacted in the lowest region of the earth's mag 
netic atmosphere, and this place is clearly hinted at by the au
thor. "We entered the sphere of dreams and magic" sing Faus t 
and Mephistopheles. In fact, the construction of the whol e 

• See it in G. R. S. Mead's: Fragments of a Faith Forgotten. London, 1906. 

• 
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scene, composed of little incidents, incoherently patched up like 
an old-fashioned quodlibet picture, without any action but full 
of continually shifting movement, seems to be calculated to pro
duce the impression of a fantastic dream. This is so because 'the 
lesson to be learned here by Faust, or any other operator, refers 
actually to dreams. 

The first hint is given here again in a name. Lilith is men
tioned, and she was, according to the Kabbalists the first wife of 
Adam, but also the worst of succubarum. Then comes a quar
tette, Faust with a young witch and Mephisto with an old one. 
Dreams are told expressing desires which are quickly granted, 
no room for doubt is left concerning the purposes of these four. 

This ob$cene witch-pastoral refers to the lowest form of 
superterrestrial loves, to the succubus-love, and as such contains 
an important warning to practitioners, for a mistake on this point 
would spoil the work, eventually also ruin the health of the oper
ator. 

By a certain necessary operation, symbolized as the taking 
of the rejuvenating drink, the vigor is greatly increased at both 
poles of the creative faculty. Super abundant vitality at the 
lower pole heated by inflamed imagination may cause now and 
again involuntarf losses, but there is no danger in them, though 
always a little backsliding. Prohibition by a firm will and at the 
same time a rational reassimilation of the surplus vitality for the 
development of latent faculties will always stop such losses in a 
short time. But inasmuch as the practitioner in the course of his 
operations has to increase steadily the quantity of stored up 
energy, such stopping of the leaking has to be followed by a radi
cal purification of the conscious as well as the subconscious work
ing of the mind. Otherwise the imagination may become over
heated, and if the firm will then checks · the overflow, the same 
condition may arise which is described by Paracelsus as a result 
of what he calls the Hereos-love. (Lib. III de origine morborum 
invisibilium). "Unde surdi quoque ac fatin spermatis exitus est 
quod ad liberorum generationem ineptum est. Ex illo tamen 
spermate incubus et succubus gignuntur." 

( To be continued) 
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tEbt ~buc·atfonal l:Talut of tbt ~anb 
HOW TO TELL BUSINESS AND EXECUTIVE 

ABILITY FROM THE HAND 

BY PEARL J. PARKER, Pre-Vocational Expert 

These lessons have been prepared to help mothers to study 
their children scientifically. I shall take up the various sub
jects, one after another, as I deal with them in my Pre-Vocation
al and Character Analysis Charts. 

The #rst point to be considered is business ability. If_ a 
child has good business ability it has the proper foundation for 
success in any chosen line of work. As executive ability is a very 
important part of business ability, we shall consider that in th is 
lesson also. It must be remembered that in this study we never 
depend upon one sign or mark alone, but take several together. 

To illustrate my explanations I have selected the best prints 
in my collection. When I say "best" I mean the best for this pa r
ticular lesson. These are the hands of Mr. Ernest Loomis, a 
successful business man of Peekskill and New York City, and of 
his little son. The father's life shows that his print is correc t, 
and the child is certainly a "chip off the old block." I very sel
dom find the hands of a parent and child so much alike. 

Ernest Loomis 

The father's is an almost perfect specimen of the square 
type. This is also called the practical, or useful hand. Withou t 
some people of this type in the world, nothing would ever be 

,. 
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accomplished. · To ·people with square, practical hands the rest 
of the world must look for the carrying-out of its dreams and 
aspirations. If a child's hand shows only a little of the "square" . 
characteristics, then these very qualities must be brought to 
greater perfection by intelligent training : Any quality can be 
developed. - . 

In Mr. Loomis's character deliberation and foresight are 
prominent. People with square hands never rush into things. 
They consider every step, and have their plans well-laid. If they 
speculate, it is in something they 'call "dead sure." They are 
never fooled by get~rich-quick schemes. The possession of these 
qualities has made Mr. Loomis a very successful real-estate 
dealer, and has also made him prominent in other undertakings. 

His little boy's palms round out at the sides, modifying the 
deliberation of the basic square outline he has inherited from hi~ 
father by the active, restless nature of what is termed the "Spatu
late" type of hand. This makes the boy more daring, and more 
inclined to take chances. He will not be as careful and cautious 
as his father. 

John Yates Loomis 
. . 

Deliberation is mere sluggishness unless it is backed up by 
clear thinking, and power of concentration, qualities indispens
able to success in any line of work. In these prints they are 
shown by the clear, strong head lines. Mr. Loomis has used 
them in business, and he has also turned th,em to good account in 
other ways, notably in writing interesting books on occult science. 
These reflect the practical bent of the writer's mind, indicated by 
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his squa-re hand, in the emphasis they give to wise use of the 
hidden forces of nature. In passing it should be noted that the 
head line, in the child's print, rises higher on the Mount of Ju
piter than in the father's hand. The boy is more ambitious. 

The fourth or little finger is called the finger of business. 
This is normal if it reaches up to the second joint of the third 
finger. Mr. Loomis' is above normal, and is broad and square 
at the tip. This adds strength. Taken with the square hand, 
good thumb, and strong headline, this proves that he has excel
lent business ability, above the average. The clearly marked 
fate line confirms it. The many upright lines inside the fingers 
show · mental and physical ~nergy. He is not afraid of work. 
The well developed Mount of Jupiter shows ambition. All these 
indications, combined with the long first phal:inge of the thumb 
show splendid executive ability. 

The first phalange of the thumb shows executive ability, the 
second phalange reason and logic. When the first is long it 
shows power to carry out one's plans. If the second is much 
longer than the first, the person always plans more than he can 
carry out. He is one of those people who are always telling 
what wonderful things they are going to do, but who never ac
tually get around to do anything. 

The very broad spaces between the first and second and the 
third and fourth fingers in the boy's hand show that he will 
develop independence of both thought and action. Such a chi,ld 
should never be controlled by force but guided by reason. He 
has splendid mental power and will use it. He will demand a 
reason for everything and should always be told the truth. His 
mental ability cannot be measured by his years. 

I have tried to make this lesson as clear as possible in the 
limited space. Next mon'th we will take up Mechanical and In
ventive ability, with illustrations from life. 

MEDITATION 

I am the little seed within you that sends forth every uplifting thought you 
have: I am the power that teaches you to forego vanities for the things of the 
spirit. I am ·the "I will be, what I will to be," that the earth thoughts try so 
hard to surround and vanquish, but such a thing is not possible. For whenever 
in this seed the faintest spark of life remains, a little nourishing only is required 
to bring it to maturity and beautiful expression. Let the earth thoughts crowd 
around, let them dance madly back and forth in a useless endeavor to quench 
for all time the life of the seed, no harm can come to it . The bn;eze they, create 
will quicken its fire and it will burn steadfastly on; desire only, that the light 
shall not be quenched and the day will arrive when earthly and mundane thoughts 
will vanish into darkness from which they came, routed utterly by the brilliant 
ill,umination of the ascending soul. 

EDITH L. SOLLET • . 

.t 
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BY MYRIAM; MILNER-FRENCH 

( Continued) 
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At the risk of being wearisome, the necessity for regular 
practice must be repeated again and · again. One contemplat
ing the study of Breath should be filled with a pure purpose, 
an intense hunger for growth in Righteousness before he 
should attempt it. You who start with selfish aims, or wh:o 
commence and cast it lightly aside, beware 1 It may return 
like a boomerang, hurling itself against you with doubled 
force, and perhaps annihilate you. But if you are a devoted 
honest seeker and entertain the finest and loftiest ideals and un
selfish motives, it returns to love, bless, protect and shower 
benefits upon you. 

A perfect body without a defect is a beautiful and rare 
thing. Attaining such perfection, however, leads nowhere 
_unless united with a perfect mind-healthy, pure and unde
filed-accompanied by a perfect spiritual body. If we are in 
pain, we naturally are unable to give the same thought and 
mental energy' to the Higher Self. Our body is the best and 
only material vehicle we possess. It is fitting we should guard 
and keep it in good condition. Jesus said: "My house-temple 
(body) is a house of prayer , but ye have made it a den 
of thieves." 

"Harmony, Motion, Inertia, such are the qualities, Matter-born; they bind 
fast in the body, 0 great-armed one, the indestructible dweller in the body 

. . . When the dweller in the body hath crossed over these three 
qualities, whence all bodies have been produced, liberated from birth, death, old 
age and sorrow, he drinketh the nectar of immortality." Bhagavad Gita. 

Raja Yoga means the Royal Science that joins the lower 
and Higher self through the control of Mind and Will. Yoga 
means method. Raja means King-the Sun-literally the 
Kingly method by which the lower nature is conquered, unit
ing the soul with divinity by realizing the Divineness within 
-the Jewel in the Lotus-"Om Mani Padme Hum"-0, my 
God within. 

It means Union of the two selves and subdues the inner 
senses in order to understand the Divine within. A yogi is 
one who practices Yoga to attain THAT which liberates the 
Soul from bondage. 

Hatha Yoga is the science that controls the body and 
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mind through Asanas · (postures) to at~ain physical perfectio n 
of the body. We have already found out that Ha means Moo n 
and Tha the Sun, and the breath passing through the right and 
left nostrils is called the Sun and the Moon breath. The prac 
tices of controlling the mind for the purpose of gaining contro l 
of the physical organs is called then Hatha Yoga, and throug h 
this method the body is made subservient to the mind. What 
ever may be said against it, to a certain degree it is invaluabl e 
f:or many people. 

, As the physical body is but a shadow or reflection of its 
spiritual prototype, so Hatha Yoga is the physical counterpar t 
of the spiritual Raja Yoga. Let us reconcile the first prin 
ciples of these two sciences before the divergence of thei r 
paths, for they are interdependent. Both teach the cont r;ol of 
Prana. Raja Yoga commences where Hatha Yoga ceases to 
be useful to us for spiritual development. The latter then 
may be considered but a means to an end, Raja Yoga bein g 
our ultimate goal. · "Yoga is hard to attain, methinks, by a 
self that is uncontrolled; but by the SELF-controlled it is 
attainable by properly directed energy . . . " 

To many students, the practice of Raja Yoga is difficult . 
' Even with the most rigid discipline, it often seems .utterly im 

possible to subdue the mind, which Arjuna told Krishna wa s 
as fickle . as the wind . But in spite of such tremendous ob
stacles there are still many who aspire to study and becom e 
yogis. Knowledge stored up in past lives comes to fruition in 
the present incarnation. The fact that one feels such a need 
would appear sufficient evidence that this was not his first at
tempt to practice Raja Yog a, slight though the efforts may 
have been in previous lives . "Only wishing to know Yoga, 
even the seeker after Yoga goeth beyond the Brahmic world ." 
(Bhagavad Gita.) 

At this stage we are filled with an intense desire to purif y 
and cleanse our bodies and souls and make · them fit to ente r 
into the Sanct~ary of the Most High. Our motive for learn 
ing more concerning the importance and inestimable valu e 
of correct and conscious breathing is to develop our spirit 
uality for the attainment of liberation of the soul which can 
be brought about by Raja Yoga. A diligent study of you r 
Gita will show you all that I have said and much more. 

One writer h.as said that the senses are but the tentacle s 
the soul puts forth in life, and at death draws ba.ck: illlto itself . 
Frnm such a viewpoint, the essence of the organ:s @f senses is 
united with the soul for all time. "The soul is an inteUig~nc e 
served by the onga,ns," but the organs, the ·servants, also 

! 
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wield an influence and power over the Master of. the House. 
Our bodies are as a mighty ship upon the Ocean of Life. 

The organs are the machinery that propel the ship. The 
Mind is the First Officer. The Will is the Captain. The 
Higher Self is the Royal traveller, the guest within the ship. 
Unless the machinery is in good repair the ship will be 
wrecked upon the rocks, no matter how wisely the first officer 
directs or carries out the ' Captain's orders-any defect is fatal. 
While if the machinery be perfect, and the officer and captain 
are not trained and watchful, still will the ship be wrecked. 
It then requires each part from the tiniest rivet that welds the 
ship together to be perfect and flawless. It is essential that 
the first officer should be on the alert, giving his orders to the 
subordinates all along the line, who in turn are properly at
tending to their duties. The Captain should also heed the 
gentle commands brought to his attention . from the Royal 
traveller and then the ship will sail serenely and triumphantly 
into the desired port. ' 

Seek to train the mind, and when we have first made peace 
within our own souls and the God within, listened patiently 
and reverently to any guiding word from above, then the task 
that seemed so difficult of accomplishment and attainment
controlling the Mind-will prove easy. Seek ye first the 
Kingdom of God and His Righteousness and all other things 
will be added unto you. 

It should be our great purpose to train the mind and will, 
fit it for its commanding position, and not until then are we 
ready to direct wisely and well the organs and their functions. 

What shall be our first step? Attention I The first thing 
the officer of the ship had to learn in his preparatory training 
was attention. Attention is not easy. You will find by look
ing at an object, unless it is most interesting and absorbing, the 
mind will wander and waver and go chasing other mental ob
jects. To think and concentrate properly, bring the wander
ing mind back to attention-relentlessly and resolutely make it 
come back to the point of attention until it obeys the slightest 
command of the will, and stand at attention so long as the will 
desires it to remain there. So much has been written upon this 
subject of concentration that it would be superfluous to more 
than remind and reiterate what hundreds of others have said 
that we must control our fickle minds by practices that of them
selves seem trivial and irrelevant, but are important in the 
training. This is painful. All growing pains make suffering 
and are grievous, but realizing that suffering means develop
ment and strength, the·n it is joy that is born from the anguish, 
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and we welcome the travail of the Mind. 
"As of ten as the wavering and unsteady mind goeth forth, 

so often reining it in, let him bring it under the control of the 
SELF. With senses mind and reason ever controlled solely 
pursuing liberation, the Sage having forever cast away desire, 
fear and passion verily is liberated Thinking on 
Me, thou shalt overcome all obstacles by My grace; , but if 
from egoism thou wilt not listen, thou shalt be destroyed 
utterly He who shall declare this supreme secret 
among My devotees, having shown the highest devotion for 
Me, without doubt he shall come to Me.» 

AN EPISODE 

Death 
Is an episode in life
An impression 
A change 
In the eternal procession. 
We come here as infants
May leave out of schedule
If the signal be given 
By the Master Divine. 
Some cry: 
"Death's untimely-
Three score and ten 
Should mark the departure 
Of women and men." 
0 why do we worry! 
\Vhat hold we so dear 
On this .highway of learning 
With mixed joy and fear! 
If The Power calls us 
To relinquish Life's cross~ 
In the grand climax 
Pray what are the losses? ' 
Just a gentle merger 
Of the astral and earth
Death is but Life transferred 
From the house of its birth. 
Little tragedies
Thousands in number 
Are the deaths we are dying
Y et-
Through these deaths we live. 

SELAH. 

l 
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@ccult anb Religious 35'pmbolism 
BY DR. H. B. PULLEN-BURRY 

, (Continued) 

(9) The Number Eight. (The Ogdoad.) 
I 

The number s ·is 2 x 4. The number 4 refers to the four ele-
ments, and the number 2 represents the principle of polarity, 
therefore the number 8 represents their combination; just as the 
6 represents the combination of the triad and the dyad, the 8 
represents the combination of the dyad with the tetrad. 

Every thing manifested in nature presents poles, positive 
and negative; so every element manifests some positive aspects, 
and some negative ones. It is the combination of the four ele
ments in action; in which every element is balanced within itself, 

, and is itself balanced by the other three; that constitutes the 
perfect Ogdoad of Nature . , 

The Ogdoad therefore represents stability of constitution; 
to that condition, of physical matter for instance, which strongly 
resists chemical decomposition , or reaction. In mental matter 
it represents a condition of poise which , from its very solidity, 

•. .• can hardly be disturbed. It is not a poise from 
inertia alone; which would be the immobility of 

,,_ --+-- ...... earth itself uncombined with the other ele
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ments; but a poise from actual strength of com
position. Th at is tremendous resisting force. 

The Ogdoad is attributed to the Sephira 
Hod, which completes a certain pair of Tetrads 
in the Tree of Life, namely the cross formed by 
Kether, Chokmah, Binah, and Tiphareth , and 
the Square formed by the Manasic Sephiroth 

subsidiary to Tiphareth,-Chesed, Geburah, N atzach, and 
Hod. It is the Cross of Life supported by a squared mentality. 

(10) The Number Nine. (The Ennead.) 

This number is 3 x 3. It therefore symbolizes the triple 
triad in nature; and curiously it has a strange relation to the 
Ogdoad, in one set of triads; but not in another; as we shall see, 
for we will examine both. 

The ninepointed star, or Enneagram, is composed of three 
interlaced triangles, one for each of the three real elements, 
Fire, Water, and Air. 
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Wherever a triangle, or set of triangles, occurs in a geo
metrical symbol, it or they refer to elements; just as in the 
Hexagram the two triangles referred to fire and water; but this 
brings us to another principle connected with the triad which is 
universal. We have left its description till now for clearness' 
sake, because it was not necessary to say it before; and it can be 
more clearly comprehended after the foregoing symbols. 

There are different methods of drawing the stars of the 
numbers higher than 5; and wherever the salient angles are 
formed of triangles they represent the triadic "section" of the 
Chaldean Oracles, of that which the particular triangle repre
sents. The Oracles referred to are: 

28. The mind of the Father said that all things should be 
cut into three, whose will assented, and then all things were so 
divided. 

29. The mind of the Eternal Father said "Into Three," 
governing all things by mind. 

30. The Father mingled every spirit from this triad. 
This particular three which compose every thing are called 

by the cabalistic alchemists Sulphur b., Mercury ~, Salt 8; 
and by the Orientals they are called the three gunas, or princi
ples, Tejas, Satwa , and Tamas respectively . Sulphur, or Tejas 
is the disturbing principle of energy , a peculiar fire; Salt, or 
Tamas is a certain opacity and grossness, a property of Earth; 
while Satwa, or Mercury is a passive condition partaking rather 
of the nature of Water and Air combined in which the energy 
of Fire and the grossness Earth, ~re neutralized. In this triad 
Sulphur and Salt are the poles , and Mercury is the reconciler 
between them· in any triangle therefore the apex represents 
Mercury; and'it appears to be the custom to ascribe the right 
basal angle to Salt, and the left to Sulphur. 

w.rcury The Enneagram which 

Sulphur 
of Sulphur 

o! 
ller c ury is composed of three equi-

la tera l triangles is devoted 
entirely to the illustration 
of this aspect of the Triad. 

sa1t of Each great triangle repre
sai.t sents one of the three prin-

"Tile EM09&raa of tbe Tbree Principle', 

ciples, itself analyzed into 
principles. The central 
upright triangle is attribut
ed to Mercury; its upper
most angle being Mercury 
of Mercury, its right hand 
basal angle being Salt of 

1 
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Mercury; and the left hand one being Sulphur of Mercury. The 
great triangle which is inclined 40° to the right is the triangle of 
Salphur ., whose oppermost angle is Mercury of Sulphur, and the 
lower ones are Salt of Sulphur, and Sulphur of Sulphur, respec
tively. And the great triangle which is inclined 40° to the left, 
similarly represents the three principles of the principle Salt. 

This system of analysis, is called counterchange, and is of 
very general application throughout the whole hermetic analysis 
of nature. 

The relation of the Ennead to the Ogdoad above mentioned 
is to be seen by considering each of the three triangles as repre
senting the three triangles of the Elements instead of as the 
three triads of the Principles, and with a similar counterchange. 
The centre triangle being the triangle of Air, and its angles 
being Air of Air at the top, Fire of Air at the right base, and 
Water of Air at the left base. The Triangle inclined to the 
right is the triangle of Fire, and that inclined to the left is that 
of Water; both of which are counterchanged similarly to the 
triangle of Air. In each case the Sides of the triangle represent 
the vehicular principles of the respective elements, through 
which the elements become manifested on 1the plane to which 
they belong. The sides of the triangles therefore taken as a 
whole represent the manifestation of the three elements together; 
but the element Earth, which is but the combinatic;m of the 
others, is nothing else but this very thing; Fire, Water, and Air 
in combination, which acts as the vehicle of any unbalanced com
bination of Fire, Water, and Air. 

~ater of 
Fi.re 

But from the three 
triads the decade arises, for 
the 10 is but the three plus . 
a vehicle; wherefore 10 is. 
the number reserved chief-

r1re of 1 f h b . 
••ter y or t e sym ohsm of the 

Ten Sephiroth when ar
ranged in the Tree of Life: 
and also for the perfected 
man, both male and fem ale 
in one body, represented 
by two pentagrams within 

The Ennoa-gr!U:l of th e Eler,ente a Circle. 
The number 9 is .attributed to the Moon, the symbol of ebb 

and flow, or constant to and fro movement; which is indeed the 
fundamental principle of life in manifestation, in all its forms 
from the mineral kingdom up to the human kingdom, in as much 
as vibration is the sple cause of vehicular manifestation. , 
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The Number Ten. 

This is the most sacred number known to hermetists, inas
much as it deals with spiritual principles only, under the for
mula of the Ten Numerical Emanations of Divinity; or, the 
Sephiroth. 

The Tree of Life is a symbolical representation of the 
Sephiroth in a certain mutual relation, which is shewn in the dia
gram representing the position of the Hexagram as placed upon 
the Tree; and also as presented in the diagram illustrating 
the doctrine of the Seven Palaces. In its entirety the 
Diagram of the Tree is an extremely intricate representation of 
all the correspondences in nature; it is indeed so intricate and 
involved that it is impossible to represent it in two dimensions, 
wherefore no picture can be drawn of more than a small portion 
of it. To even approach a complete picture several sheets of pa
per each bearing a different set of drawings, but all drawn to the 
same scale 'and laid one upon the other, would be needed. If the 
mind pictures this, it is then necessary to be able to see every 
picture with the mental eye through those which lie beneath 
the uppermost. 

The diagram here presented is designed to give as many of 
the greater correspondences of the individual Sephiroth, and of 
certain groups of them as possible in a small space and at the 
same time to present a correlation between the Cabalistic system, 
and that with which the Theosophical Society has become ac
quainted ,through the Oriental Hermetic School. 

The study of this Tree is endless both in space and ,time, and 
in all of the four worlds,-Atziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and As
siah. But though it be endless , its principles are comparativ ,ely 
few in number, and are easily grasped by some careful study of 
its fundamental nature. 

There is nothing that exists that is not analysable by the 10· 
Sephiroth; however great or however small an object may be, it 
contains the Sephiroth in action, or in potential. It is' evident 
therefore that as they are contained in a piece of coal, in the body 
of a crocodile, in the soul of a man, in the aura of a star, or the 
body of a God, they cannot be names of things. They are not, 
they are the names of relations .hips , or of correspondences; and 
it is these relationships, or correspondences, that exist in every
thing, in a state of latency awaiting unfoldment, or in a state of · 
greater or less manifestation. (Vide Mather's Kabbalah Un
veiled. P. 21.) 

Kether is an adjectival noun until it is qualified by the 
words "of so and so"; then it becomes to a certain degree con-. 
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crete. Kether is a noun expressing the correspondence, for in
stance, between a potential energy in the crocodile, the higher
self of a man and the archetype that is present in the mind of a 
creator when he determines to create. Tiphareth is the name of 
a focal relationship of .the energies that manifest in things, what 
ever those things may be: and l\1alkuth expresses a vehicular 
correspondence throughout nature. And the same thing may be 
said of <::very Sephira, according to its meaning. 

COMPLE.TE. DIAGRAM OF THE; 
SEPHTROTH 

'w'tra ORIENTAL C.oRRtSPON0"1'1CE.S, AND THI: vlORT.OS 
i 
~ 

ATZILUTif .K-f~~fili~~ f;1'}"'" A 
,---..----'----="'---'M'--"A=C'flM~~£:-"O~O=&-~,---------T 

BRIAH 

5pmt t1 
B1.:),NAH:::....... __ --{NE.SC1ir1AH>---c-=--H""'o~!'IP.Jf A 

!Inderstlllldi')g Wisdom 
Hf.jUPERNAL MonrER THESUPr.RNAL f'A1HER 

Pn .. t..AR or 
BENIGNlTY 

JACHlN . 
PILLA~ 

01" 

ttf.RcY 

The 10 Sephiroth are divided into 3 triads and a vehicle; 
they are therefore an enneagram inscribed in a circle. The up
permost triad is called the Supernal Triad, and consists of 
Kether-Chokmah-Binah; which is not Father Son and Holy 
Ghost, but One manifesting as Father, and Holy Mother. The 
Supernal Triangle is always shewn erect, which signifies its 
eternal fixity, and uprightness: for even in involution the Atma 
remains unchangeable in its relations. 
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The second triad is called the First Reflected Triad, because 
in its origination it is as it were a reflection of the Supernal. It 
consists of Chesed, Geburah, and their balance point 'I_'iphareth; 
which are Buddhi, Manas, and that which becomes in time the 
Focus of the Christos; or the human consciousness, of the Theo
si phical system. It is inverted to shew its involutionary nature, 
and it remains inverted until long after the human consciousne ss 
is well unfolded; whereupon it comes to the erect position, be
coming a replica of its atma, but operating on the lower plane, 
of Buddhi-manas. 

The third triad is called the Second Reflected Triad, be
cause it is a still deeper reflection ,of the Supernal. It consists 
of N etzach, Hod, and Y esod, their balance point; and they are 
the Theosophical Kama-Manas, and Kama. It remains inverted 
until the First Reflected Triad reverts, whereupon it also be
comes erect. 

This reversion to the erect position, (and all the innume r
able reversions that accompany it in the elaborated symbol of the 
Tree) is what is referred to by that great cabalist and hermetic 
student St John in the following passages in the fourth Gos pd:
Chap. 3: 13; 8 :28; and 12 :32; and many of the verses which are 
in the context of each. ' 

gram of the Hexigram. 

The upright portion 
of the Cross upon whic h 
the Son of Man is lifted up 
is composed of the Seph i
roth Kether, Tiphareth, 

Tt<iW, TEROf Y esod, and he is lifted up 
nirni 1., above, or from Malkuth 

while Geburah, Chesed, 
form the arms. The uplift 
is the raising of the Tipha
reth, or heart of the Chris t, 
to the position of Daath, 
shewn in the foregoing di a

The Decad however may be symbolized in a different man
ner, which nevertheless has a closely allied meaning to the above. 

It may be represented by two pentagrams inscribed in a un i
fying circle in such a manner that the radiant points of each bi
sect the angles between those of the other. The two upper points 
being 18° to the right and left of the uppermost point of the 
circle. The Pentagram symbolizes the perfect man as we poin t- · 
ed out under the symbolism of the number 5; but it is as much a 

/ 
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symbol of the perfected woman as it is of the perfected man; 
wherefore the double pentagram of the decad symbolizes the · 
union of the perfect man with the perfect woman within one 
vehicle; or the condition of the as,exual, or better bisexual, 
Christ-Life. The Decad may be called the symbol of the 33rd 
AEON; the culmination of all symbolism. 22 letters plus 10 
numbers, and the zero = 33. . . 

We have now completed a short study of the symbolism of 
the 10 numbers; but we must not be thought to have completed 
the study of numerical symbolism. We just mention a few ex
amples to shew the method of their continuation. 

11. This is a prime number, and. introduces a new princi
ple, that of the worlds which be beneath the physical worlds; 
the infernal regions. 

12. Is 2 X 6, 3 X 4, and 4 X 3, and refers to the manifesta
tion of the powers of the dodecad in the universe: it therefore 
is the key to the meanings of the Signs of th,e Zodiac, of the 
Twelve Tribes, and the twelve desciples. 

13. A prime number :-is the absolute symbol of Unity as 
·symbolized by the various thirteens of scripture; especially the 
13 Tribes of Israel, the 13 Apostles, the 12 Signs with their fo
cus the Sun, the 12 disciples and their central Sun Jesus. 

14. Is the double of seven. 
15. Is the triple five, or the quintuple three. 
16. Is the double eight, or the quadruple four. 
17. A prime number; is the principle of the Swastica; and 

so on. 
There are many numbers which stand out very markedly in 

the symbolism of numbers, a few of which are the 25, the 36, the 
72, the 100, the 144, the 1,000, the 12,000, and the 144,000. 

The End 

./ 
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AT THE SIGN OF THE WHITE PEACOCK 

BY ST. CLAIR JONES 

( Cont inued) 

I 

We looked through the bushes. The husband, meeti ng 
Magul, turned back. We watched the two swing towards us ; 
arm in arm they seemed attuned to the silence and beauty of the 
night, now closing around us. 

, I relaxed in the wicker chair, absorbing like a satisfied hu
·man sponge the impression the three friends made on me in the 
moonlight; the young man standing like a modernized ghost in 
front of the statue of the peacock, the husband and wife, arin
entwined-in white raiment beside him. Both of them were 
looking at Magul. I began to wonder if they were true Ma s
ters of the Occult. 

Finally her voice melted into my meditation as she ques
tioned them;-

" Are we three not harmonized here at the shrine of the 
White Peacock ,-satisfied that science will explain ,-" but her 
husband interrupted the soft flow of her voice with a qui ck 
phrase,-

"Don't explain 1 Demonstrate;" 
"Look ,-The moon is peering into this darkened Temp le 

of the Sun," Magul said , lifting her eyes towards the disk of sil
vered-gold that had climbed suddenly into sight above the lat
tice. 

"Did Irene promise to look after the shop for you?" her 
young friend asked, flicking some fallen leaves from the bench 
with his thin white hand. · 

"Of course," Magul replied , "she is intent upon looking at 
herself in the crystal. She thinks it quite as interesting as a mir
ror ." 
· Placing the blue pillow comfortably beneath her head and 
extending the long limbs and trunk of her body on the bench, 
she almost vanished into the moon-shadows cast by the trees. , 

"Then we are quite safe from interruption,-let the critic 
judge for himself," the young man said, seating himself on the· 
edge of the bench and holding both of Magul's hands firmly in. 
his own. 

She looked up at me from where she lay in the shadows. 
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I looked away from her .to the statue of the peacock which 
seemed to vibrate in the splotches of moonlight, its pale shades 
of-warm blue and gray almost quivering against the dull green 
shadows. It seemed to tremble upon the shrine of the Goddess. 

The young hypnotist l'ooked at her steadily as he · firmly 
pressed his thumbs against the cushions at the base of her palms, 
and she closed her eyes when he voiced ·the suggestion, 

"Sleep." 
Then, as if speaking to me, in a monotonous voice, he in-

toned,- . 
"This woman is tonight a priestess in her own temple. 

Looking into the past with closed eyes; speaking of what she 
sees with free lips, she is prepared to face the present and the 
future with a knowledge superior to that of the men watching 
her." 

She breathed deeply. Standing up, he placed her hands at 
each side of her body, and leaned over her face. Gently he 
pressed the pillows of ·his thumbs together between her eye
brows and fixed his gaze upon them'. as a focal point. We sat in 
silence for some minutes. "Sleep,-" he suggested,-"Sleep I 
Deep, deep sleep." , 

· Removing his thumbs from her brows he made magnetic 
passes downward from forehead to feet, and repeated the move-
ment a number of times ' 

"The object of the mesmeric passes,-" he explained, "is 
to polarize the body :-nothing known is ev~r forgotten, thought 
is liberated by the action of the current. Are you quite com
fortable?" 

"Yes," she replied in a low voice. 
"You hear my voice and understand my questions?" 
"Yes." 
"Do you trust me,-that my search is simply to find truth?" 
"I do,- sincerely." 
"You have no objection to our recording this experiment?" 
"None." · 
Her -husband lifted a note-book from behind the pot of dark 

bleeding hearts and struck a match with which he lit a candle. 
The yellow glow reflected on the book as he opened it and I noted 
that already it was half filled with neat stenographic symbols. 

I arose from my chair and placed it near the light that he 
might sit and write, ·for I was interested in watching the psychic 
experiment which, I must confess, was entirely new to me. . 

Sitting by the side of Magul, the hypnotist took her hands 
,and pressing the base of her thumbs with his he asked softly ·;-

" Are you asleep?" , . . · 
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"Yes, I am asleep, but conscious of your presence." 
· "Keep this double consciousness and describe to me the men. 

tal impressions you receive. I am your spirit's guide on the 
Earth side,-acting as your conscious mind. I want you to see 
yourself -as you are now and then, go back into your life, yes, 
back ;-back before you were a baby in this world ;-back,
back to the life before this. Can you do that? Can you see your .. 
self?" · 

"Yes," she answered, "I can see a child in a little pair o·f red 
shoes, and I can see my father and mother. I must be four or 
five years old." 

"Now, from that scene in your life can you pass right back 
in through the years of that little child into the body that the 
child was before?" her young friend continued in a well modu· 
lated voice. 

"I see many things. A figure, but it is not little now. It is 
a young woman." 

"Is it you?" 
"Yes. I have on a wreath of flowers. Another woman is 

with me. She has a gold circlet around her head. I see my 
sister and myself." 

"What makes you think it is your sister." 
"We have the same father. He is a Priest in the Temple. 

I am to be a Virgin in the Temple but my sister is to be a Princess 
of the State." 

"What is your sister's name?" he asked, and her answer was 
without hesitation;-

"Ewona, which means Royal One." 
"Has she ·anything to say?" 
"No. She is thinking. I can see what she is thinking,-! 

seem to be able to read her mind. She is proud because she is to 
marry the Prince of the province,-she thinks that she is going 
to be very powerful,-of very high estate. She does not think of 
him with love,-that is she doesn't care about the Prince him· 
self,-but I,-1 love the Prince." 

While she spoke in a continuous stream of musical phrases, 
a face formed in my imagination,-! seemed to visualize the 
Prince of the province, whom she had mentioned, a master 
among men. Almost I believed one from the unseen world was 
present. · 

Her husband sat calmly taking down her words. I could 
not but wonder at their clarity as she described the country and 
city:-

"! see people moving around in this city; there seem to be 
stairs in the mountains; the buildings are flat and have roofs that 
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the people live on; they are built of a kind of pinkish stone; they 
seein to have very small entrances with half columns carved at 
the doors,-straight squares,-not ornate.'' 

"Can you get any idea of the date?" 
"It is, of course, long before Christ, but they have no months 

by which time is counted ;-they seem to think of the sun and 
moon as so many "essences,"-! can't see that very plainly." 

"Do you see any airships?" her control asked and immed
iately she answered in the negative;-

"N o.-I only see some sort of couches that are carried;
the people carrying them seem to be slaves,-they are small and 
heavy set,-they are not beautiful, but we-we are beautiful. 
My sister is very stately,-she stands like a flame in a dress of 
gold,-and I too, am tall,-! wear tissue of gold." 

Then in a convincing voice she continued:-
"But the scene has changed. The Prince is playing an in

strument. It is not like a harp,-it is something like a mandolin. 
He is sitting under a tree and it seems to be night. He is play
ing,-! can see him from a balcony above ..... 

"I am singing now in answer to the music he is ·playing. 
Now I look back. There is a curtain hanging behind me and I 
lift it up and look back to see my sister in the interior where she 
is sleeping. I drop the curtain and come out further on the bal
cony and sing. I drop a flower over the balcony. The Prince 
picks it up." . 

"Now everything goes fast. I don't see very plainly ..... 
I can see the High Priest, my father. He has a golden headdress 
that fits close to his head and draperies hang down to his side. 
He seems to be reading. 

"The room in which he sits is of stone,-soft pinkish stone. 
-small and empty, except for his table, or stand, and the chair 
in which he is seated. These are made of light tannish wood 
with carvings or inlay of some sort. There ' is a doot: opposite 
him that has a heavy drapery over it. 

"Now somebody is lifting the drapery,-it is the Prince. 
He is in the room now. He seems to be clad in cloth of gold. 

The High Priest says, "Now y_our. studies are over a!1d ~t is 
time you should take up your duties rn the Court. It 1s time 
for -your marriage. You are aware that yo~u father and I have 
made this agreement when you were a child and my daughter 
was a child?" 

"The Prince is answering, 'I cannot marry Ewona,-I can-
flOt marry her because I love Magul.' " , . . . 

"The High Priest is very angry. He says, This 1s sacrilege. 
My daughter Magul is to be a Priestess.' " 
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"Thaot is the curse of this country,-old customs and condi-
tions must be changed I" says the young Prince. · 

"This would be without precedent. Your marriage to 
Ewona is the will of the Church," the High Priest replies. 

"You married the mother of Magul and she was not chosen 
for you by the Church. What good is a man to the State or the 
Church if his life is unhappy? How can you urge this mar
riage ·? How much better it will be if I live with Magul whom 
I love; Love is more than any law of State or Church. Magul 
loves me,-she is to be the mother of my child,-! will not marry 
your other daughter," argues the Prince. · 

"Now I don't see them,-oh,-now I think they must be 
getting ready for the marriage. There are lots of dancers and I 
can hear music. I see many things. • People seem to be riding,
my sister and I are being carried through the hills. Everythin g 
seems to be in the mountains." " 

As she lay there in the moonlight, these sentences flowing 
from her lips, she looked like a painted carving Her closed eyes 
were like those of a Greek statue without pupils to give them ex
pression. Her voice paused for a moment as she seemed to wai t 
to observe the scene she was describing ,-seeing the colorful de
tails that a painter might be impressed by. 

The young hypnot ist leaned over her ,-his flowing black 
tie became one with the blackness of her hair in the darkness as 
he asked softly , 

"Would you know that place?" 
"I know where it isl" she answered with decision. It i i 

the mountains above India. The hills are up above India -jus t 
below Ch ina,-just above Ind ia,-N orth India and China or 
Tibet. The people are_ shut in the hills,-they are the Hill
M~n,-. they s~em to thrnk of themselves as the Hill People . 
;'{ i_thrn the mrn~s of tho~e I

1 
see~ to see it is as if they were 

High Dwellers rn the H ills . Thrngs below the level of their 
mountains they don't like ,-the y look down on -they don't 
think of -" ' 

' 
(To be Cont inued) 

/ 
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IX 

The lesson which we have been, either consciously ,or inseh ; 
sibly, absorbing throughout our entire series of studi€S s f anci'etit 
geometrical symbolisms, has been that of the common origin of 
all o! the accepted theologies in one and the same fundamental 
gnosis. 

We perceive that whether we start with the Egyptian and, 
his famous triangle of 3 - 4- 5 dimensions, with the eight 
rayed star of the Chaldean or the Jehovah trapezoid of the an
cient Hebrew, we invariably arrive at all of the others, automati
ically, because the whole series constitute but parts of what the 
language of Freemasonry terms "a beautiful, perfect and com
plete whole." 
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we have come to appre
ciate that the crux of all that 
man has ever known or can 
ever know is bound up in 
our Zodiacal Universe and 
its innumerable denizens 
pursuing . their measured 
ways through time and 
eternity in conformity with 
th e established Law which 
is "God" to all which is 
subject to that law, for in 

This presentation of the crossed 4x9 oblongs the abstract both Jtuler and 
is found in ancient amulets and carvings ruled are O~e. 

on both sides of the Atlantic. Nothing which we ap-
prehend in the so-called "light of modern science" either ne
gates or sets aside that which has gone before. odr new _J&cien
tific discoveries but amplify and explain that which has been 
hitherto obscure. Initiation into the most recondite mysteries 
has never revealed other than the infinitely preexistent. 

It is necessary to resort to diagrams in order to show how 
the different racial conceptions of the common Sun-god are so 
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basically bound together as to be inseparable while religious 
bigots have shed rivers of blood in maintaining the superiority 
of one over the other. 

We have already seen that the Egyptian Sun-god Ra was a 
glorification of the geometrical proportion 4 X 9 = 36, in so far 
as the angle of Earth's inclination is concerned. The later Kab
balists concealed their ·appreciation of this fact in the use of the 
word "~, ," or Da' ath which is "Four-nine," as multiplied 
"Thirty Six," as added, "Thirteen" ( 4 + 9) or as standing alone 
Forty Nine or "Seven times Seven," one of the most sacred of 
mystic numbers, to represent that "Knowledge" or "Science" 
which was born of the mating of the Sephiroth Ch'ochmah and 
Binah, so that, concealed in all our cosmic formulae, we shall 
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always find reference to the Solar Logos, associated with the 
number "36." These digits taken separately are Three and S£x, 
in terms of primitive Astrology, Mercury in Gemini and Mer
cury in Virgo, the Buddhi or Divine Wisdom, Spiritual Soul or 
Christos of the Vedic gnosis. There is no escape from the inev it
able conclusion, that the ancient conception, as well as the one 

· to which we are being irresistibly driven by the trend of modern 
research, is that the Sun of our cosmic system is a focus of intelli
gence as well as of dynamic energy, in its relation to the compo
nent pa_rts-of our gravitation bourid Universe. 
· · In the most glor1ous period of Egyptian mythology, the 

& 
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name of Ra was most prominently associated with that of the 
Ram god Amun, symbol of the Vernal Equinox and the great 
Temple of Thebes is but one of the_ sacred fanes dedicated to 
A mun-Ra. . 

The subsequent identification of Ra with Zeus by the Greeks 
and Romans brought about the adoration of Jupiter
Ammon, whose cult was transferred to Rome and, as we have 
seen in the division of the flowing hair on the bust of the Zeus 
Otricoli presented on page 42, Vol VII of AZOTH, the sense of 
both Ra and Zeus must have been the volume of Creative, Sus
taining and Regenerative Solar radiance existing in space be
tween Sun and Earth, this space being regarded as an inclined 
angle of 23 .¼ 0

• Ra, too, had a hidden name, for he was ide •• -
tical with Osiris and that this hidden name was HUHI, the pre
Israelitic form of JHVH, there can be no doubt. 

"Osiris" in Egyptian is Asar, which is but a cryptic word 
for Aesch-Ra or "Fire-Light," terms incessantly associated with 
Jehovah throughout the entire extent of Holy Writ. 

Perusal of any of the numerous Egyptian hymns and invoca
tions to Ra will fully bear out all of the foregoing assumptions. 

The very name of Ra, the correct spelling of which I have 
already given as "RCh" the Sanskrit term for "Light," has a 
gematria of One hundred and Eight ( 108) or the oblong of 
9 X 12 (3 X 36) which 'the ancients used as a symbol of the 
Precession of the Equinoxes. · 

As to the oblong of 4 X 9, it must have been one of the su
preme secrets of Egyptian sacred Geometry that the mere di
agonal crossing of two of these oblongs as here shown together 
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waJtli c.the rectangular division of the central "diamond" so pro
rluce<l, correctly establishes all of the cosmic proportions em
l}l>foyed in the geometrical structure of our Universe. 

The lines so established, account not only for the present 
fi ~-la:t1dn of Barth to Sun, but set forth the reversal of the terres
trial pole, as it will inevitably be brought about in 12,960 years 
ty~ the precessional movement. 
;u~ The numerous pairs of lines converging at an angle of 47 \ 
W}iich are the result of the foregoing figure fully account for the 
-m] nn:er in whi ·ch the T elragrammaton has been extracted from 
:lie .general scheme. 
"" --~ . 

- ,;- Study of the geometrical outlines presented will fully ac
count for the significances of the two pictures, from ancien t 
·s'ourc ~s herew ith _presented, one representing the apotheosis of 
rH oms from an Egyptian tomb painting of · six thousand year s 
ago and the other frqm one of the earliest Gr eek representation s 

·of the Biblical crucifixion, about 600 A .. D. The eye in these 
cases will convey f_ar more than. tongue cir pen can ever express. 

j 

~ 

~ 
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Of necessity each person maintains some relations with the 
.Infinite, with material environment in general, and with other 
manifested life. There must be some degree of consciousness of 
each of these relations; consequently, none is without at least the 
rudiments of a religion, a science and a philosophy. He must 
have ideals and in applying these to the experiences of life he 
must make use of ideas . 
_ Of the three, religion is the most fundamental, being ~he 
realm of spiritual ideals, the touchstone of truth, the avenue 'Of 
realization of one's divinity, and his pathway to God. The 
fundamentals of on·e's religion color all aspects of his life and 
his philosophy is formulated in terms of the relation he makes 
between his religion and his accepted facts of life. 

One must ·have a religion and a philosophy of some kind ; 
he ·must have a guide to his conduct in relation to God or the 

. Infinite, to the material universe in general _and to his fellow 
men. The great mass of mankind have as their guides a religion 

· and a philosophy that a,re at variance , without their knowing it . 
-While until recently philosophy was obliged to accept as facts 
whatever was offered in the name of religion, now the disposi

. tion is to mould religion in conformity with experience and 
recognized scientific facts. · 

What philosophy shall one adopt; fqr what purpose, and to 
what -end? That which will enable him to maintain conscious
ness of his harmony interiorly and exteriorly , and thereby se
cure peace, contentment, completeness-happiness! How will 
it do this? By supplying one's spiritual, mental and physical re
quirements I By what process? By attraction of the desirable 
and incidental repulsion of the undesirable. Through what 
agencies? Through feeling, thought and act. 

One's guide in life should dictate or promote the conscious
ness of feelings, ·thoughts and acts that , through their series of 
attractions and repulsions, will produce conscious harmony . 
Why does not everyone adopt such a guide and maintain the fac
tors necessary to the end that each is seeking? Becaus.e one is 
·misled . by a·ppearances and sense impressions and by a religion 
or philosophy that accepts as the basis of its conclusions false 
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assumptions of fact, principles or relations or else makes false 
deductions. 

In the course of his manifested development, primarily man 
is physical, animal and material. Appearances and his interpre
tations of them are at first his sole guides. He is terrified by the 
forces of nature. He meets with opposition, antagonism and 
apparent coercion at every turn, and he imitates and rejoins in 
kind. He endeavors to conquer nature in the manner that na
ture overcame him. He worships physical force and his religio n 
and philosophy are based on this worship. Fear is the founda 
tion on which he builds, and this dominates the activities of hi s 
life. 

· After all the .ages of human existence on this planet, we ar e 
even yet in the age of fear and physical force. The Christia n 
religion is regarded by many as the loftiest, and the present civi 
lization the highest yet attained by the human race; and yet in 
Christian countries of today brute force rules and dominates , 
despite the veneer that at times may seem to disguise the fact. Th e 
recent world convulsion has demonstrated this beyond any pos-
sibility of contradiction. . 

There are some individuals however, who are persuade d 
that brute force furnishes a poor and inefficient guide to conduct , 
and are convinced that it is not at all conducive to the desire d 
end of peace, contentment and happiness. These individual s 
have come to an understanding that the Universe is a vast store
house or quarry, open and free to all who will pay the price of 
what he requires, and that the Universe takes on the aspect tha t 
one gives to it. o these, the fundamental question is not 
whether one can secure what he is entitled to but how to become 
entitled to what he requires, and how to harmonize his desire s 
with his reqmrements. ;;,--

With this understanding, there has come a recasting of 
philosophies and religions, principles have been sought for rath
er than facts, wisdom as distinguished from knowledge, and the 
powers of spiritual and thought forces rather than brute stre__ng_th 
With this unaeisl:anding, one's attitude toward the Infinite , 
humanity and environment changes from !that of separation , 
aloofness, isolation and opposition to one of Unity, nearness , 
community and cooperation. With this understanding, is de
veloped a consciousness of Oneness with All That Is, the Uni ty 
of Life anq. the singleness of its purpose and object. With thi s 
understanding, finally develops a love that is recognized as the 
one solvent of all of. the problems of life-a love directed by 
wisdom, a love that takes one's self into the same but no more con- , 
sideration than it does other selves. 

" 
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But, it will be asked, why cannot everyone-now, at once, 
and readily-love only, and why · cannot everyone therefore solve 
his life's problems immediately? Cannot one at once assume the 
attitude ·of love and maintain it? Is it difficult to love and al
ways love-everyone? It is the most difficult thing in the world. · 
It is something that has never been taught or believed in, except 
in theory. It has always ·been looked upon as an impractical 
ideal, and the world refuses to believe that those who profess 
such a life are genuine and without ulterior motives. 

Does anyone imagine that the Universe confers its highest 
and · most glorious gift except for full value? Certainly not! 
The capacity, the ability, the consciousness, the realization, that 
enables one always to maintain the attitude of love comes only 
as the return for full value received, and it is developed only as 
one outgrows the basis of duality, and establishes habits of feel
ing, thought and act that are based on the realization of Unity 
and do not permit of contrary expression or manifestation. 

Each one can at any moment commence to develop and grow 
in this capacity, he can encourage it continually both positively 
and negatively through expression of the desirable and suppres
sion of the undesirable, he can assume the attitude and ·rein
state it after it has escaped from him, he can persevere again and 
again as his lower or inferior conceptions secure temporary ad
vantage; and in doing this he can reach a constantly deepening 
realization of peace, poise, harmony and happiness. The re
turns or "rewards" are ever commensurate with the time and ef
fort and perseverence devoted to living along the lines of one's 
ideals, and if the way is long it is only that each may have suffi- · 
cient time within which to live and learn, and be happy in doin·g 
so. 

The loving attitude is challenged by the well-nigh universal 
popularity of hate, and it is misunderstood, maligned and slan-· · 
dered. It meets with constant test and opposition. If one ex
pects manifestations of appreciation or gratitude he will prob
ably be disappointed. No one can understand what .he has· not · 
yet reached, and therefore is not in sympathy with. Often it 
makes another more conscious of his own inferiority, and there
fore he resents it. One may deprive another of his God with 
some degree of impunity, but nothing is resented more than the 
taking away of · another's Devil, or depriving him of his con
sciousness of evil. 

order to meet success.fully the tests and opposition that · 
the love attitude provokes, one must reach a realization of prin
ciple that enables him to dispense with any expectation of grati
ttide or reward. He must do ri ht sim I because it ~ the right · 
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thing to d'o regardless ' of results. He must be indifferent to rc
su ts, or w ich he must realiz e that he has no responsibility . 
One is responsible for liv ing up to the light he has, no more and 

1no less. The Infinite directs the Universe, and its principle s 
dominate and determine results. When one has this realizatio n, 
he is concerned neither with praise nor blame, nor affected ' by 
approbation or censure, and his indifference protects him from 
them. ' 

It is slavery to the material results of .one's thoughts and acts 
that constitute his greatest stumbling block . Ages ago it was 
taught that: "The miserable and unhappy are those whose im
pulse to action is found in its reward. Perform thou that whic h 
thou hast to do, at all times unmindful of the event; for the man 
who doeth that which he hath to do, without attachment to re
sult, obtaineth the Supreme. The man who is devoted and not 
attached to the fruit of his actions obtains tranquility; whil st 
he who through desire has attachment for the fruit of action is 
bound down thereby." 

One who is enslaved by things is not free to love those who 
'VOuld take things from him or keep them away; and as the whol e 
world is engulfed in the mad passion for things-first, last and 
always-and as things constitute a bone of contention at every 
turn in life, inevitably there arise passions, animosities and 
hatreds. 

Love is the offspring of the realization of unity , with the 
consciousness ·of diversity and separation that accompany the 
struggle for things, how is it possible to love universally? As 
long as man concentrates his thoughts on things, and bases hi s 
activities on securing material results, _there will be no Philoso 
phy of Love, no Religion of Love, no God of Love in his li fe 
or consciousness. 
. Things have their place and purpose, and it is well tha t 

they should. Physically, man must satisfy his .material wants, 
mentally he requires intellectual sustenance, and spiritually he 
demands divine food. But one who regards the physical -or 
primary basis of life as being fundamental cannot function in the 
loftier altitudes of the righest realm. He cannot realize a God 
of Love. 

The world functions on the plane of duality, and it hold s 
aloft the double standard of hate and love; the former domina t
ing its life and the latter lending the refining touch that suffices 
to permit human beings to live together in ' at least some degre e 
of appa t ent friendliness. It can develop but little beyond thi s · 
condition while its religion, and therefore its philosophy , in
terprets its science in terms of separation. 
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The acceptance of a God , of Lo.:ve, a Religion of Love 'antJ 
a- ::Philosophy of Love requires the realization of Onene"S~· 

~ and Unity, a consciousness that life .must be measured spiritu~Ily 
and by ideals illumined with .this realization, and by facts react 
in the 1ight of this illu "mination. The ,n one pulsates with princi"7 
pie, functions . according to the requirements of the simple stand:
ard of un.ity, concentrates on causes, . and makes of himself a , 
magnet that attracts to him inevitably the things that are the 
Ratural and fitting complements of a Life of Love. 

.. 

SAKE D. MEEHAN 

V. 

In order to rise fully to the opportunity now before him, 
and discharge freely the duties incumbent upon him at this stage 
of the world's progress in evolut~onary history, the aspirant, hav·
ing arrived, through faithful obedience and pure\ intent to 
serve .the Law, at good understanding, must be willing to advance 
in Wisdom's plane, or the universal consciousness of good, to 
that degree of poise, balance control and mastery in Wisdom's 
plane in which he may demonstrate, or give proof to the world, 
of the divine power. . 

Power is beneficent. Only the usurpation of power is sel
fish and . cruel. Power is a spiritual force, which is reflected in 
the world in varying degrees, as men have come in various ways 
into good understanding. The proof of power is in meekness 
and lowliness, the will to save and heal, the readiness to respond 
at all times to the cry of need, and in loving intent to all the 
world. In the usurpation of power for selfish ends is arrogance, 
pride and the perverted or destructive wil~. Since false power 
must ever be built upon the subservience of others, it enslaves: 
men. True power sets them free_ . . False power rests upon pos
session; true power 'upon ceaseless·gtving. Only in the concep;
tion of power as a spiritval force, arrived at through spiritual 
g't'owth and based upon the knowledge which is imparted 
through th_e soul consciousness to the aspirant upon the Path of) 
Progress, is-it possible to follow the argument we wish to ,ad~i 
vance, or come into any useful or 'fruitful degree of mastery '. 'Tfue 
day of experimentation is rapidly passing, and men need to deal 
with ,certainties, readily demonstrated and supported by ocular 
proof. 
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Every truth that is presented to man through his awakenin g 
spiritual vision is a clearing up, or bringing into truth conscious· 
ness, of some misunderstood or wrongly presented phase of truth 
with which he has become familiar. There is a basic element of 
truth in everything. In turning these half.perceptions, or pre · 
verted and misunderstood truths about and placing them in the 
right relation or inclination toward the divine Source, all wron g 
disappears. As the Source is divined, sought, discerned, and de· 
pended upon, this process takes place. So long as men walk in 
their own light, they walk in wilfulness, darkness and misery ; 
they are the sport of time and change. This is the state of man 
lacking in right spiritual adjustment. The will to wisdom, or 
discrimination between false and true, brings about a reversal , 
a facing about, a looking toward the Divine Source of Being , 
which implies a willingness to receive the divine Ray, the pene · 
tra.ting consciousness of Good, which is the illumination of the 
universe. 

Seeking to turn men toward the Light, we must show them 
their lack, of which they are unconscious, placing their needs 
always upon the animal plane or in the earth vibration. Th e 
truth must be able to prove itself. It is a true instinct in men 
that demands demonstration. Righteousness is a shining gar · 
ment that needs no accessories of robe and cowl. If the inner 
Light be shining, there will be illumination: Light attracts the 
wandering footstep. Love is inexhaustible supply. There must 
be shown then, in the master, that understanding which is the 
penetrating Ray of truth, and divine love, infinite compassio n 
and healing grace. 

To these divine gifts, when mastery is added, the directio n 
and control of the elements which contribute form to all create d 
things, that may be accomplished in time and space which is 
ever true in a state of pure existence on the higher planes. So 
may man be assisted by those farther advanced on the Path tha n 
himself to become the perfect outward reflection of the inne r 
perfection, if so be his will is set towa rd good. Healing is by 
means of vibration, or action and reaction between two poles of 
attraction. This vibration is quickened by the desire to be heale d 
on the one part, as much as by the will to project the healing vi · 
bration upon the other . The lasting benefits of spiritual healing , 
or healing by the grace of God, or the power of Good, are foun 'd 
in the awakened consciousness, the soul relation, which consti · 
tutes the permanent blessing . 

/ 
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Gtbeosopbical tlalks 
By AMRU 

A THEOSOPHIC RELIGION 

The Wisdom of the Ages or as much of it as is contained in 
the modei:n presentation embraced under the name Theosophy, is 
claimed to be the reservoir, as it were, from which the doctrines 

- and ethics of all the great religious systems have been drawn. 
This mass of knowledge of the laws of the universe is well rec
ognized by all good students as too profound, too philosophic, 
-too scientific, too all embracing in its ramifications and detail 
ever to become understood in its entirety by the mass of people 

. and so take the place of what ":'e call a religion. . 
It is true that a student with a thorough grasp of the whole 

vast conception, as outlined in Theosophy finds himself on a 
higher plane of thought and realization that was possible as a, 
follower of any particular religion, and has a vision of life in 
its larger aspects which -completely satisfies the reason and makes 
him more truly and profoundly religious than was hitherto pos
sible, but it is too much to expect the average person to give the 
time or thought or even to possess the intellect, ability or inclina-
tion to pursue the rather difficult study.-- · 

Witnessing the almost complete failure of our present relig
ious systems to provide an explanation of life and our relations 
to the cause of all manifestation which will satisfy ·the modern 
mind and provide a standard of ethics and rule of conduct to 
which all men will be obedient, there ha~ arisen a very general 
expectation and desire for a new religion suitable to modern 
conditions and mental and moral development. This has been 
voiced by many and is probably the source, or at least one of the 
factors, producing the idea of the coming again of the Christ, 
and the effort to find or found something of the kind in the Old 
Catholic or Liberal Catholic Church movement among the 
members of the Theosophical Society. · 

That such a religion must be in accord with modern knowl
_edge, that it must appeal to all minds as affording a true and 
reasonable explanation of what man.is, what he is here for, the 
conditions of life after death, how happiness and progress may 
be obtained, how suffering, pain and disease may be eliminated 
how our social conditions may be improved by the application of 
its principles, goes without saying. That it must hold up an ideal 



of morality and conduct in our social relations , which all me~ 
may gr:asp and to,.which they will aspi~e, higher than the uti f:. 
tarian standard of material life, is a sine qua non. Withal it 
must be simple, clear and easily understood in its fundament al 
principles and incl'1de in :t:fuose p rinciples the universal doc
trines which, rightly interpreted, are atthe base of all previo us 
systems. 
. ~uch a i:iew religion or presentation of part of the Divin e 

1 ·Wisdom suitable to the age, can be found in and extracted fro m 
2 the· theosophic doctrines. It may be that such a movement woul d 
t require a strong, dominant, powerful soul to propound and 
- launch-it, but the writer is inclined to think that a getting togeth -
--<:r of a conference of deep students of Theosophy and Occult 
, Science would result in the formulation of a set of f.undamenta1 
l truths which half the civilized world is ready to accept and 
wwhich would form the foundation upon which individual elabo-

ration in the shape of Church, Sect, or Society could be erecte d. 
It is not to be expected or even desired that one creed, one 

, ritual, one form of worship, should be of general adoption, still 
'less that one organization should dictate belief, form or cere
mony to the whole; the world has had enough of such domin a
tion, and the evils of a priestly caste arrogating to themselves 
•power and influence over their fellow men must be avoided at all 
cost. Rather let each individual or group work for the prop a
gation of the truths universally accepted, in their own way and 
a.ccording to their natural temperaments and dispositions. Fa r 
better would· it be for future success, fraternity, tolerance and 

' unity, that, once the fundamentals be believed, the methods of 
"'meeting together for study, prayer and worship be left entirel y 
free frotn any central control. · 

' What we need in such a new religion is the utmost elastici ty 
and room for growth and hospitality to new ideas and discover
ies; and an eager seeking .for spiritual wisdom and enlighte n
ment , together with a devotional side based upon the love of God · 
a·nd the con~tant aid of great beings which will bring out the 
highest and the best in mankind. · 

One of the objects of the Theosophical Society at its incep
tion was to bring back forgotten truths or reteach misunderstoo d 

·'doct rine to e~isti'ng 'religions and so give them renewed vitali ty. 
f .l'\.fter over forty years effort, it is doubtful if much has been · ac

complished. The inn.ate conservatism of religious organizatio ns 
v and the custom and habit of thought of centuries form too strong 
' a lb~rri~r to new ideas. Again there has _in all religious systems 

l1grown up so much form , ceremony , superstit ion and misconcep
Irtibn that their purification would be so long a process that it 

,J, 
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would seem better to let them gradually die out as they are bound 
to do if a clear, concise, reasonable statement of spiritual truth 
were formulated and established as a basis for a world wide uni
versal belief. 

Perhaps this, idea of formulating .a new religion based upon 
the essential teachings of the Ancient Wisdom and suited to the 
modern mind would be but the hastening and precipitation of 
something to which the world is already tending. Although 
the Churches are on the whole holding aloof from and resisting 
the invasion of modern thought and knowledge, there is an ever 

. increasing body of thinking people seeking for more truth and 
in the form of numerous societies, cults, orders, brotherhoods, 

· and what not, pursuing that search with zear and devotion. If 
· the teachings of these various societies be examined and com

pared, it will be found that, if not based originally upon Theo
sophy, they have at lea.st adopted much of it, using the ideas un
der a terminology of their own, sometimes dressing. them in 
Christian orthodox clothes, and continually absorbing more and 
more of the teachings. Some of them emphasize portions of the 
doctrine such as the .power of thought applied to healing, ma
terial welfare, etc.; others interpret through Astrological sym-

:. bolism; some dwell on the development of psychic faculty by va
rious methods; some lay stress upon communication with friends 
and instructors upon the Astral plane; a few devote themselves 

. to the building of character and a mental and moral discipline 
with a view to true development of the spiritual nature; but all 

. without exception will be found to have many conceptions in 
common, conceptions which are to a very considerable extent in 
harmony with the ·fundamental teachings of Theosophy, and 
would probably be ready to adopt a formulation of belief such 
.as has been indicated and unite with others upon a common plat
form. 

On the whole the formukti~ of such a creed should not be 
difficult. The Immanence of Goa; the Unity of the whole; the 
Threefold aspect of manifestation; the evolution of the soul by 
the law of Karma and the method of reincarnation; the life cy
cles of the personality and the individuality; these are of course 
vital points. The most difficult will be found in combining the 
apparently contradictory conceptions of an Impersonal and Per
sonal Deity , and a clear elucidation of "the place in the Cosmos 
of the Great Teachers such as the Buddha and the Christ. There 
is, however, even here no insuperable obstacle and the points may 
safely be left for elaboration. · 
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MEDICAL ASTROLOGY 

BY DUNCAN MACNAUGHTON 

Injuries, Defects, and Diseases of the Eye 

When the 12th and 13th degrees of the signs of Aries and 
Libra are afflicted, there is a strong tendency to eye trouble. 
Lilly, the famous astrologer, records in his "Life and Time s" 
that he had his eye severely injured as a boy. His horoscope 
(1001 Notable Nativities No. 617) had Jupiter ruler of the 
Ascendant in Libra 13 afflicted by Neptune in Leo 29. The 
Earl of Arundel and Surrey (Not. Nat. 159) who was born 
blind, had Aries 13 afflicted by the M. C. Cancer · 13, Mercury 
in Leo 27, the Moon in Taurus 28, and Saturn in Aries 14. 

Leon Gambetta, the French statesman, (Not. Nat. 736) 
was blinded in one eye by a fragment of steel. He had the Sun 
in Aries 13 in the 6th house afflicted by Saturn in Scorpio 28. 

Benjamin Robert Haydon, the painter, had considerab le 
trouble with his eyesight. Once he was completely blind for a 
period of six weeks. Aries ruled the 8th house. The 13th de
gree was afflicted by Mercury in Capricorn 13. (Not. Nat. 818) . 

William Blake, the poet (Not. Nat. 195) was very short 
sighted. There.is an affliction from the Sun in Cancer 12, Ma rs 
in Leo 29, and Mercury in Scorpio 27. 

A boy (Not. Nat. 629) who lost his right eye at 5, and his 
left at about 9, had the eye degree afflicted by Mars in the Ascen
dant in Taurus 27, in conjunction with Saturn in Taurus 29½ . 

A female imbecile (Not. Nat. 843) born blind, had Jupiter 
in Aries 12 in the 8th house, afflicted by Mars in , Leo 27¼ , 
Uranus in Cancer 14, Neptune in Aries 15, and the Midheaven 
in Taurus 28. 

If further proof were needed, many other examples could 
be supplied. The skeptics who scoff at astrology will have hard 
work, however, to explain all these examples as mere coinci
dences. 

The lesson which these examples teach is that persons born 
with these degrees afflicted must guard their eyesight carefully 
from overstrain, or risk of injury. "The wise man rules his 
stars." None need play into the hands of Fate. 
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In connection with my little -discourse on the fourth dimension in your Oc
tober issue will you allow me to make a· few additional remarks on this subject 
in order to more clearly bring out our own ( 3-dimensional) status and its limi
tations with regard to a prospective 4-dimensional existence? 

I quoted Hinton's 2-dimensional being as representing, so to say, the next 
lower order of being compared with our own 3-dimensional state. Now, it will 
be apparent that even this plane being of Hinton's becomes susceptible to 3-di
mensional impressions if we furnish it with certain faculties or qualities in ad
dition to mere sense perception. Since it is assumed that this being has no di
mension along the third axis, i. e. the length axis of the immersed object (lead 
pencil), it yoµld require an infinite and consecutive number of single acts of 
perception along thi~ length axis in order to sense the entire pencil. This, how
ever, would also necessitate infinite existence and a memory capable of storing 
away an infinite number of such impressions. Thus, while we ourselves as 3-dimen
sional beings can instantly perceive any 3-dimensional object in its totality, the 
plane being would, for this purpose, be in need' of faculties commonly attributed 
to the deity. In a like measure would we require these faculties in order to 
function in the fourth dimension, i. e. to receive and store away in our con
scious memory an infinite and consecutive number of single acts of perception 
along the 4-dimensional or time axis. 

An infinite ( ever existing) and all knowing ( all remembering) deity whose 
abode, presumably, is the fourth dimension may by reason of these properties 
unite the past, present and future in its faculty of perception, and sense along 
the 4-dimensional or time axis in the same instantaneous manner as we do along 
the 3-dimensional or length axis. · 

Yours very truly, 
JOHN EDMONDS RUNGE • . 

DEAR MR. WHITTY: 
It seems to me that the conflicting statements of the astrologers who gave 

their opinions in the October issue of AzOTH on the horoscopes of Governor Cox 
and Senator Harding will greatly confuse and discourage students, and bring 
unmerited disrepute upon the science of astrology. In view of this, I offer through 
your courtesy an attempt to reassure astrological students by explanations which 
will, I hope, give them the needed encouragement to persevere in the study and 
prove the value of the science for themselves. At the same time I shall hope to 
make clear to you and to the general reader that it is not astrology that is at 
fault, but the astrologer. 

In your remarks prefacing the artide in question, you say: "Certain posi
tions and aspects in a chart must be capable of answering a specific question in a 
definite way." In this you are quite right; but it is difficult for a person not 
familiar with the complexities of positions and aspects in a chart to comprehend 
fully the difficulties that face an astrologer in making a perfect judgment. Had 
we but one set of positions and aspects to deal with, your statement could be 
accepted without reservation; but while one set of positions and aspects may indi
cate the solution of a specific problem, another set of positions and aspects ( or 
more) may modify or wholly contradict it. These differences and difficulties 
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arc multiplied many times where comparative work is to be done, as the considera
tion of two or more horofcopes demands· from an astrologer the finest discrimina
tion and balancing of factors in each, and then between each, that can possibly 
be imagined. Comparative worlc is the most intricate and taxing of any that is 
done by an astrologer. It requires supreme knowledge of technicalities~ a· ·pro
found comprehension of principles, and a spiritual perception that borders on the 
super-human. . . . 

When one considers in addition to this that the horoscope holds the astral 
record of the Karmic Law working out tlirough the human soul, or-as in the 
case of a presidential election-the group of souls who have the destiny of a 
nation-and possibly a race, involved, it is not so much to be wondered at that 
mistakes are made. The wonder is that the intricacies and complexities of the 

. Law indicated by these multiplied zodiacal and planetary positions and aspects 
can ever be accurately measured and comprehens"ivcly elucidated. However, it 
is known and-proven beyond question that it can be done. 

In the case of a presidential election, if a perfect judgment is hoped for, 
there are no less than eight charts that must be carefully calculated according to 
mathematical and astronomical rules, and then compared : Both nominees for 
President, their charts at birth, and a progressed chart for each; both nominees 
for Vice-President ditto . Besides these eight, the astrologer must be familiar 
with the chart of the United States, and should have erected a chart for noon· of 
the day of the election. And after .all this-"then cometh the judgment!" 

As doctors arc known to disagree ov~r diagnosis so astrologers may differ 
over this "last analysis." Through this error of human judgment astrologcn 
make their mistakes, the disagreement being over the effects of positions and as
pects in a chart; but the science should not be blamed for an astrologer's lack: of 
ability to apply it. · 

Therefore, when you further state in your editorial comment that either 
"it ( the science) is an exact science or it is not," you call forth from me the em
phatic statement that it is so exact that very few astrologers can or 'will comply 
with its exactions. Thus judgments arc ventured upon after insufficient study 
of technicalities, and too often :with a .prejudiced mind. It takes too much time 
and personal effort for the average ~trologer to go into all the calculations 
necessary for a perfect judgment; so many form their opinions superficially upon 
a few points-upon "transits," for instance, or a part, and not the whole, of a 
nativity. 

The study of the horoscopes for this election has been peculiarly taxing, be
cause of so many contradictions. It has also been intensely interesting and ex
ceedingly instructive, but it is not strange that some of our most ccinscientious 
astrologers should have differed in their judgments. In my opinion, the result 
of the election was not won through the horoscopic vibrat :ons of either Senator 
Harding or Governor Coolidge, but through those of the Republican Party; and 
as the Republican Party won the election, so the Republican Party will rule the 
term of office. Upon Senator Harding, as President, will fall the responsibility 
for the fulfillment of pledges, and upon him will be thrust the brunt of divided 
opinions and mistakes. 

The phenomenal vote of the majority, indeed, is not clearly indicated in the 
horoscopes of any of the nominees. The aspect in Senator Harding's horoscope 
that most clearly indicated his election was undo~btedly the progressed position 
of . the planet Uranus by primary direction to the cusp of his seventh house, in 
trine (good) aspect to Jupiter, progressed Mars and Mercury in his tenth 
house, this being the part of a chart from which is judged honor, integrity, fame, 
prestige and preferment. But Seriator Harding's horoscope . l,ias many serious 

t 
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,,affiictions 1:0 very vital ·points, ana ·dries hot promise sustained 1eadenhip, security, 
. the ·fulfilment of pledges, nor permanent . general- satisfaction; · nor dOC5 it show 
. that the choice of the people at this particular time of unparalleled crisis in the 
, world's affairs has been a wise and unselfish one. I judge this from the fact 
· that the group of planetary forces operating in Senator Harding's Mid-Heaven 

has the affiiction of , the Sun and Mars at birth, and at present, that of the pro
gressed Moon and Mercury by primary direction from the fourth house, indicat
in·g the end. of matters. As the Moon is the symbol and co-significator of the 
people, of personal popularity, and of the fulfillment of hopes and desires, these 
positions are not conducive to holding permanently that which the gods have 
given. :It is significant, however, that the benefic rays from the planet Uranus 
should have been tlie force that conferred the ·election upon Senator Hardi!Jg, 
be.cause Uranus is the center of occult or hidden forces which impel progression 

, ' and all maimer of reforms to sustain the greater ideals of individual, ·national 
and racial advancement. Let us therefore hope that these great occult, spiritual 
powers may impel and direct Senator Harding in ways that seemingly he does 
not now even recognize in himself. If he fulfils his pledges and grows with the 
demands he may overcome much that threatens him now-for one always has 
this possibility open to the Light. 

Editor · Azoth Magazine. 
Dear Sir: 

G:uTR.UDB DB BIBLSK.A. 

In the Forecast I submitted to you Oct. I 7 on the Presidential election I 
failed to mention one aspect: Mars was transiting Nofl. 2 the Radical Sun in 
President Wilson's Horoscope; which means an elimination of Wilsonism. I 
feel from the election returns a truth astrologically has been declared. 

Trust this will meet with your pleasure. 
Yours resp't. 

WINFIELD s. HAEFUCH. 

·THOMAS EDISON AND THE SPIRIT COMMU 'NICATION 'T 
PROBLEM 

.) t '!) 

BY WM. J. BRYAN, M. D. 
' ~1;:i: 

Thomas Edison, as stated in the popular American Magazine, publishedl,at 
Springfield, Ohio, has obtained over one thousana patents for liis invcntians. 
He now is trying to mak:e a perfect mechanical instrument that will enable every
body to communicate with spirit relatives and friends. It is to be an improve-
ment on the telephone and the wireless telegraph. ' : I0r1 

Readers are advised now to buy . an October copy of The American Maga
zine ( from any newsdealer), as it contains an interesting article about -:nh<1>mas 
Edison and his endeavor to make plain the greatest phenomenon of itatute
spirit-return, and mechanical means for communication with · spirits. · 0 ~; r 10h 

At this time, it is proper for us all to take into consideration the. foun8a
tion facts and the doctrine of spiritualism-which embraces aU means (of spirit 

. communication. . 1 , rh cl• .,01 d1 
When Thomas Edison places his mentality within the range, of spirit -,in

fluence ( which is but a reflex power from Supreme Intelligence) he will .-be.1able 
to commence with his true spiritual unfoldment And then it wilh happen, just 
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as night · follows day, ·that he will be placing himself in a mood or condition -ef 
receptivity that will follow as a natural sequence, and which receptivity will 
lead him into close touch with those enlightened and progressive spirit entit ies 
of the higher spheres-of-progress. It is they who will then direct him, b1 mental 
impression, just what procedure must be undertaken in order to perfect any means 
of communication with the spirit-world, whether it be mechanical invention or 
mental acretion. 

It will be a matter for his spirit friends to decide, just what Mr. Edison 
may expect or may finally receive from them. 

The first attitude of a student of psychology to assume is one of humility 
before Qod, the impersonal creative force; and through the channel of kind 
spirits of advanced and scientific attainment will come that wonderful divine 
power which worlceth miracles now for the unselfish benefit of all humanity. 

No good can come to us when we approach the throne of spirit power with 
a feeling of idle curiosity or of levity. But it must be understood and acknowl
edge, that the real object of all spirit phenomena is to acquaint us with the 
sublime and comforting fact of spirit-return. This fact embraces the fact of 
spirit-life, which is a continuation of mortal life-and thus is immortality act
ually and positively proven to be scientific declaration-not mere theological be
lief, and assumption because plausible. 

So my friends, many of us ordinary civilians can and do become private or 
public spirit mediums for transmission of messages from spirit relatives and 
friends A spirit medium is needed in every home, as an instrument for receiv
ing messages from those higher up, who are so able and so willing to help u, 
all, in our practical every-day affairs of life. 

When in doubt, call on your spirit ones of honor and integrity, and their 
communicating force will carry their message of hope and consolation to us, in 
the hour of need 

l\tbittu~ 
The Will Levington Comfort Letters: "The Mystic Road." Paper, 144 

pp. Published by the Author, 4993 Pasadena Avenue, Los An
geles, Cal. 

An admirable series of letters for mystics is sure to be of value to occult
ists. For the occultist who is not also a good deal of a mystic is constructin g a 
skeleton without flesh-just as the mystic who ignores the sources of occult 
lrnowledge is building a body without bones. 

Mr; Comfort, an implicit mystic, regards his path as essentially separate and 
.distinct from that of the occultist. There we must take leave to dissent; We 
hold that the path of Love and the path of Wisdom can and should be combined 
from the beginning. That is the teaching of no less an authority than the 
Bhavaghad · Gita. And Swedenborg unearthed the fundamentals of the matter 
when he discovered mystically and philosophically that neither Love nor Wis
dom is of the slightest avail unless either be united in equal proportion with 
the other. . 

. Occult students may well · heed the voice of mysticism when it admonishes, 
through the pen of Mr. Comfort: "The highest mystical injunction I can give 
relative to attainment is this .: Tirelessly , hourly work upon the correction af your 
faults." · · : ·· 
· · It were well, indeed, ·if some such statement of this kindergarten but tr ans-
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cendently - important truth could be written upon the walls of every occult 
temple-yes, and of every mystic shrine, Mr. Comfort I For the serpent of per
sonality slides all too easily into holy places ;md infects them with ambitim:i, 
envy ·and malice. But it should be added that, in consonance with the eternal 
nuptials of Love and Wisdom, i very .li~tle knowledge of occult law-even of 
one phase of it-is an inviluable aid to the st4dent in correcting his own faults 
and also in acquiring a tolerant discrimination in regard to those of others. In 
one case a seemingly unbearable individual became an object of compassion and 
helpfulness instead of dislike when it was apprehended that the troublesome 
qualities reflected the horoscopic handicap of an ill-dignified Sol, which insti
gated an insatiable desire to rule but withheld both opportunities and capacity 
for successful rulership. Thus do a little love and a little wisd.om generate un
derstanding-and peace. Well does Mr. Comfort say: 

"Your relations with those about you form a.picture of your inner life • • • 
If you are afraid of anyone-it .is the unmanageable of yourself. If you are not 
at your best with certain people in the room, it is because you are not in command 
of your own inter-relations." And again: 

"Those human beings, sometimes nearest, those hardest to endure, are es
pecially important for you, since they enable you to become your own master • • 
Every conquest of hatred and irritation for others liberates the expression of the 
Spirit even in these bodies of flesh." 

Those familiar with Will Levington Comfort's vigorous but rather uneven 
output of fiction will not be surprised to find that Love-Romantic Love- is the 
keynote of his mysticism. Here he speaks as one having authority, with high 
purity of purpose and a wholesome admonition for the deluded ones who would 
degrade purity by confounding it with celibacy. He exclaims: 

"The world needs to know that a great love story is the story of an in
itiatio.n • • • Those who love and fulfil the Law are involved in the highest 
possibilities of mystical attainment and form a center of radiant regenerative 
force in the world." 

H.K. C. 

Occult Philosophy. By Isahella Ingalese. 321 pp. Dodd, Mead and 
Company, New York. · 1920. 

Earlier editions of this book: bore the title, "From Incarnation to Reincar
nation," in many respects a better designation of the contents than "Occult 
Philosophy," which includes far more than what is touched upon in the ten lec
tures that mak:e up this volume. Lik:e "The History and Power of the Mind," 
written by the same author in collaboration with her husband, it sets forth a 
philosophy that will be familiar to Theosophists, and a psychology that is a varia
tion of the late Dr. Hudson's idea that the soul is the "subjective mind." 

This reviewer finds himself unable to accept many of the doctrines advanced 
by Mrs. lngalese, but he must concede that they are presented in an interesting 
and readable form. For the sound ethical doctrine advanced in the first three 
chapters--that personal purity and a right understanding of the importance of 
the sex relation are the very foundation, not only of personal dev:elopment but 
also of national welfare-he has full sympathy. These chapters are worthy the 
attention of every seeker for light. 

The strictures on Yoga in the chapter on psychic development suggest that 
Mrs. Ingalese has had little opportunity to observe the results of anything but 
the abuse of this Oriental system. Undoubtedly it has its dan~ers, and should 
not be trifled with ; but it is one thing to warn against a danger, and quite another 
utterly to condemn a system long recognized as a legitimate method of develop
ment when practiced under the direction of competent. teachers. Some who read 
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this review may know that for several hundred years a European school of · 
occultists have been engaged in perfecting a system of Yoga, based on Orient al · 
methods, but adapted to the peculiarities of · the Occidental physical heredity 
and environment. The . object of this practice is union with the Higher Self, 
and to say that the knowledge upon which it is based was brought to Europe 
from Egypt and Arabia in the fourteenth century will be a sufficient "word to 
the wise." · · 

Readers who are sufficiently advanced to tali:e this hint will hardly be 
among the buyers of Mrs. lngalese's book; but they are very much in the mi
nority, and so interesting a presentation of some of the Ancient Wisdom, free 
from the Sanskrit terms that puzzle beginners, will doubtless win many readers , 
and start many on the quest for the Light of Lights. 

P. F.C. 

God's Smile. By Julius Magnussen, 185 pp. D. Appleton & Co., New 
Yo~. . 

A vain and egotistic young dramatist and writer, an utter sceptic of all 
things spiritistic, a scoffer at the poor deluded imbeciles who think: they can 
communicate with dead people, is suddenly confronted with personal experiences, 
which are incontrovertible. He is forced to write automatically. His hands 
are controlled so that he can play with masterly ability on the piano. The spirit 
of his father dominates his will . The result is this book:, giving a narrative of 
occurrences which, although striking, are not unusual, and lie within the experi
ences of many. The reader has a feeling that in the opinion of the author now 
that he of all men is convinced of the life after death, the whole world · must 
naturally follow suit, and that his particular experiences are unique. It is 
perhaps a pardonable attitude and we are prepared to forgive it to some extent , 
but it threatens a suffering public with a flood of such books whose principal 
value lies in the cumulative evidence they offer. 

To a student of other world conditions the greatest interest in the book is 
the evidence it affords pointing to what may be called a case of possession. The 
father's will dominates the son entirely. He has become his father's slave from 
the time when he actually died and was revived by the father. While th is 
domination is apparently beneficient, every occultist will recognize that the 
situation of our author has its tragic elements. 

This book is said to have had a large sale in Denmark. Translated into 
English by Daniel Kilham Dodge, the style is easy and simple and the story 
arresting. M. W. 

"Mata the Magician" and "Linked Lives," two metaphysical novels by 
Isabella lngalese, celebrated writer of Occult and Philsosophical works, wit h 
which many of our readers are doubtless familiar, have been acquired by the New 
Era Productions, a motion picture company of Los Angeles, California, and will 
shortly 'be produced in Motion Picture form. ' · 

The picturization of "Mata the Magician," the first of the novels to be 
filmed, while not to be looked upon strictly as propaganda, will yet provide the 
world with many sound scientific truths, demonstrated in a most strikingly 
dramatic and convincing manner. 

The personnel of those comprising the staff of the New Era Productions are 
all students of the Occult, and their intention is to produce pictures dealing with 
the Life after Death, Karma, and Re-Incarnation. 

The fact that these 'pictures will be distributed all over the ·world, and be 
S\!en by millions, greatly increases the benefit that will be rendered to humanity by 
the filming of such work:s. 

.. 
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Announceme_nf - Extraordinary 
. CLASSIC OIL PORTRAITS 

From any size photo, snap '..shot or daggeureotype. Speaking likenesses 
obtained. 

A rare opportunity for any one having deceased relative of the world-war. 
Local and out-of-town correspondence promptly acknowledged. 

EILEEN MACONAUGllY 
Stu'1io, 515 Clinton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Tel. 9321 Prospect. 

Horoscopes Send date, hour and place of birth. If 
hour unknown, disposition and two im
portant dates. Test horoscopes 75c. 

·A . . Grey, 73 Gleneldon Road~ London, S. Y{. 16 

CRYSTAL GAZING BALLS 
We can supply a limited number 
of fine Gazing Balls at from $5.00 
to $10.00 each. 

AZOTH PUBLISHING CO. 
15 Hamilton Place, New Tork City 

And the people said "It Thundered" 

GOD-MAN 
THE WORD MADE FLESH . .. 

By Dr. George W. Carey and Inez E. Perry 
A new book, dealing wholly with the physiology of the Scriptures. Shows the loca
tion of Eden,Jerusalem,the Manger,Heaven, Hell and Egypt,the Cross,Resurrection, 
Ascension, Mary, Joseph and proves them · to be personifications of parts of the 
body. Large physiological chart accompanies the book. Invaluable to parents, and 
to all who have chosen the upward path. Price -of book and chart $6.00. Address-

Dr. Geo. W. Carey, 6012° Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Plea1e ·mention ·Aaoda when writiair to adnrtiNn 
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"The Moat Wonderful Book of the Agea ·" 

The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ 
Transcribed from the Book of Cod's Remembrance, 

the Akashic Records, By LEVI, 

Partial Table of Contents 

Section 1.-Birth and Early Life of Mary, 
Mother of Jesus . 

2.-Birth and Infancy of John the Harbinger, 
and of Jesus. 

3.-Education of Mary and Etizabeth in Zoan. 
4.-Childhood and Early Education of John 

the Harbinger. 
5.-Childhood and Early Education of Jesus. 
6.-Life and Works of Jesus in India. 

7.-Life and Works of Jesus in Thibet and 
Western India. 

8.-Life and Works of Jesus in Persia. 
9.-Life and Works of Jesus in Assyria. 

10.-Life and Works of Jesus in Greece. 
11.-Life and Works of Jesus in Egypt. 
12. -The Council of the Seven Sages of the World. 

Cloth Binding. Price, $3.00. Leather Binding, U .00. 
NOTE .-Forelgn money, stamps and postal note1 no,; &eceptable. Addreaa all order11, 

E. S. DOWLING, 126 North Vendome St., Dept. 1, Los Angeles, Cal. 

"NUMEROLOGY MONTHLY'' A Magazin e of immediate value to all int erest ed in Numb er Vibra-
ti on. ' World even t s, financial 

mark ets , th e weath er, etc, for eca st ed ; fundam ent al life principl es analyz ed, qu estions an swered, 
entirely by th e deeper signific anc e of Nam es , Dat es and Numb ers. 25 cents per month, 

Edited by CLIFFORD W. CHEASLEY, 
337 West 23d . St., New York. Sample copy upon request. 

PSYCHICS! SPECIAL ATTENTION 

We have been commissioned to sell a very beautiful and rare GAZING BALL, 
five inches in diameter, mounted on a very elegent glass pedestal. 

This particular GAZING BALL is priceless and we cannot duplicate it. Price 
· $75.00. It is easily worth three times the amount. An opportunity to pro
cure on:e ~f the finest specimens imaginable. For further particulan address 

AZOTH PUBLISHING CO., INC. 
15 Hamilton Place, 

New York City. 
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ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL? 

Through scientific analysis I can reveal to you your cap
abilities, and help you to attain happiness and success, and 
avoid failure. Send full name, birthdate and year with 

. one dollar for character and numberscope. 

Hope Blackwell, 521 Diveraey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. 

A Drugless Medicine for the Following Diseases 
ECZEMA PSORIASIS Cancei:.,_ Goitre, Catarrah, Rheumatl111n, NeuraJlda, Barber'• 

, , Itch uandrull', Old 8orea, Pl181, 8tlll' Jolnl1, Bore Throal, 
T1tw, Granulated Bye Lida, Falllnr Hair, ACNE, Lock Jaw, 8&. Vl&u1 Dance, Bar Canker, -
Cllapped Randi, cu,,, Spralnl and Brul1111, Sting or any ln1ec.1 or bl$e or &DY re1>tll1. cuaso 
OR NO CHARGS Frie. /er l'ercfcular• 

ECZEMA REMEDY CO. Dept. A. HOT SPRINGS, ARK. U.S.A.. 

SIMPLIFIED SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY 
B,. MAX HEINDEL 200 p .... Cloth, $1,25 
A complete textbook on the art of cutiq a horoscope . Includes Planetary Hour 

Table• -d PhilOIOphic Bneydopedia which ii a mine of Practical Information. Pllla 
a loq felt waat of both bechmen and advanced 1tudentt. 

ROSIClt.UCIA.N FELLOWSHIP, MlNlon A. ... , o-nalde, Calif. 

Back Numbers of Azoth Wanted 
1917: January, March, May, June. 1918: July, Au1111t, September Nov, Dec, 

Good prices given. 

AZOTH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
a-k Depart111eat 15 Hamilton Place N. Y. Cit,-

PROFESSOR GEO. W. WALROND 
... .._, P. o. Leek a. •1, • 1717 ClarkMn StrNt, 0.nftr, c.a •. 

0Ytl!!' _fll'CF run' •oealhll •l'Mttw, 1s .. 11t111111 ,_,,._..,.. >'IU'I' NOBll!I la n....... _ 
l'ln ...-.i- ... ....._ 11: wttll ......... n: 11-.. ••• adYIN, aa. ••d dale ... 

... MlllltM or IUIII•, lliaa" lll(nla aM ......... . AltiNICIC)' II •• , J.l'onan1 TellJq . 
1'1111 ..._Ill_, .A. .... tallllltF, ..,..... 'l'-lll•a. · B•1'11, Marrt .. ,, J'laaaNl _ 8111IMll_i 

1-ep. a.a.-,*·• wltla._._. ........... ;a,,.._,,,.._ .... , 11: wltll lall-et<f•-
...... UP, 110, 1• ..... . .Aa HWF •a)' ... M!II ud l'latl)' ..,. ••. _ QII~ __ .... 

DOCTRINE AND RITUAL OF MAGIC 
BIi Bllpha, Leol · 

Price $8.lt 
AZOTH PUB CO. IS Ha"lilton PL,N.T.C. 

LE ARN !~:~~~~: .. n~i~~.r!!1~~~~! 
be complet ed at hom e in 180 houn. 

Conciae , definit e and praet fcal. Well adapted for ue e of 
phya iciana. For J ull partieu]an addrna, Dept. Azotb 
_Welt _mer In•tltute, - NeYada, Mo, 

.. __ ll_._. ................. 11 • 
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WORKS BY COUISON TURNBULL 
THE DIVINE LANGUAGE OF CELESTIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 01ot1t suo. 

371 Pac•. Jrowtla :a&ttn. Enlarged. , 
.6. wort: adoned by tile leadins Aftl'Ol.ogical ud Tlleoeophical m&1azl.B• In t;he wwl4. .6. 

werk en eanerto aad e.xoMl'lc uvology rapidly becoming the ~ t.enbeok for uuelacl•l 
nudentll. Tbfrt:,-tllne chapters dealing with the zodiac tbar mynlcal CMNapoa4en-; •e 
pl.,.la, '21alr -*-ric mean.Ins; she sll'Ddy of the inveluilon and evolution of the N111; -1t; 
p~; plaa8'ary nete• and the musical scale; how to prove the moment; ef birth; tile Ill• 
l'IICUons of IIWl and mOQn; the tables ahowlng planet;ary positions for many yeara; with diasrama, 
J!!a.a; how lo rea.d aud erect the horosoope. No other book Is n9C988ary to begin study. 
THE RISING ZODIACAL SIGN. Its mee.nlng and prognostics. In ft.no cloth, price eGe 

To the beginner in utrology this work will be of especial help in showing what; to look fer 
ID every horoscope. It ts also full of points to the older practltlon!lra. 
THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF GIORDANO BRUNO. Price, cloth, 11. 

Students in Mystlelsm wtll find much of deep and lasting Interest In this new cont;rtbu tlcm 
to the my1tlcal literature of the day. Two fine Illustrations have been added to this excellent; 
work. 

THE ASTROLOGER'S GUIDE (Two Books in One-A Rare Book) 
1. Being one hundred and forty-six conslderatlom of the Famous Anrol()g91', Guide 

IICIIUltua, tra.nalal'Od from the La.tin by Henry Coley. 
2. The choicest; itphorimla of The Seven Segments of .Terom Ca.rdan of MUu, (1876), 

edited by Wllllain Lilly, the famous Seventeenth Century Astrologer. 
3. A cat114og of llf\y of the mod principal Fixed Stars, giving latitude, longUude, magni

tude and nature, or almllarlt;y to our planetary world. 
4. A gl~ of ancient astrological tlerm9 with copious notes from Lilly, Cotey, Zt.dldel, 

.Raphael, Pearce, Ptolemy, Placidua, Sergeant, Wilson and othlll'I, edUed and made Into a moat 
practical and uaetul work for ut;rologers by Couuon Turnbull. 

Thia rare book has been quoted by nearly every compe$ent uirologer, and beinl oua of 
print the price Jlllll' copy became almost prohlbitlv,, to moat students. It; Is the nNded work, 
and now · within a reasonable price. 

"We doubt not but; the legitimate aona and well -wishers of Urania will find conllderable 
adTantage from hence, directing them to a certainty In giving judgments on all oceallon1 and 
that they will for this publlca.tlon have cause to thank their old frlllnd."-Wllliam Lilly. 

THE GNOSTIC PRESS (Price $3.50) P. O. Box 331 Pasadena, Cal. 
N. B .-D r. Turnbull will carefully calculate nativities. Tenm on 1,ppllcatlon. 

Send for UJialoir . . 
SOMETHING NEW! Yet Old As The Bills s 

Wanted member'l everywhere for the Astro, Onieromancy, Dream-Society. Make your dream, 
come true. Free Readings, membership.interpretations of Dreams, Omens ; Signs.Premonitions 
etc ., to active workers. A book, The Gift of the Dream-World, will soon be published, entitled 
the Sun of Mare, by Prof. C. Braganza, the Prodigy of occultism, famow Hindu Seer, Crystal 
Gazer, Astrologer, psychic-Poet, psychologist and Mystic -Phil osopher Lile-Reader. 

Distance no barrier. Send Stamp and address for particulars. 
Main address: [Eastern District] Prof. C. Braganza, Back Bay P. 0. Boston, Mass, 

[West ern District] Mine. Inis M. Ref snider, Marion, Iowa. 
Branches: New York, Chicago, Phila., Canada, Panama, England, etc. 

Clouds o· II d Will help clear your mind of ignorance and SU perstition 
ISpe e •••Your Higher Self demands enlightement. It will help 

you. You will be delighted. Send name at once. Mailed absolutely Free. I THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT. Box 1525, Los Angeles, California. 

Freemasonry and Catholicism 
By Max Heindel. 100 pages; Cloth, $1.00. 

An ellOteric exposition of the Cosmic Facts underlying these two great institutions 
as determined by occult investigation; indicatinglhe influence of each upon the evolu tion 
of Mankind and their ultimate destiny. Of intense interest to the Occult Student. 

Rosicrucian Fellowship, 
, Mission ATe., Oceanside, California. --

_ P1ea1e mention A.th wb.es. wri&in« to a4vertuera 
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The BIG . NEW BOOK 
"ROSICRUCIAN FUNDAMENTALS" 

By KHEI, X 0 

The complete Rosicrucian Synthesis of Religion, 
Science and Philosophy, according to the Ancient 
Hidden Wisdom Teachings,-almost encyclopaedic in 
its scope. 
The newest, most complete exposition of the Rosicruc
ian mystery teachings-free from the obscurities and 
almost unintelligible verbiage of Occultism. 
Arranged in text book style, questions with each chap
ter for class use. 398 pages, 102 illustrations. Quadri
color spectrum chart. Rosicrucian .tree of life, in four 
colors and gold. 
Fine coated paper, clolh boards, gold stamped, $3 .. 15 postpaid 

Endorsed by the High Council of t!ie 

SOCIETAS ROSICRUCIANA IN AMERICA 

Post Office Box 420 

AZOTH 
15 Hamilton Pl ace 

N . Y : City 

Sold by the . 

FLAME PRESS INC. 
City Hall Station N ew York City 

Also by 
BRENTANOS MACOY PUB . & MS. CO. 

Fifth Ave . & 27th St. 45 John St. 
N. Y. City N. Y. City 

ALAN LEO'S ASTROLOGICAL TEXT BOOKS. 

Casting the Horoscope. 

Complete rules for setting up a natal chart, including 
many valuable tables and short cuts - $6.00 

How to Judge a Nativity. 

Everything necessary for judging a figure -

Art of Synthesis. 

Showing the relation between Planets and 
Consciousness ' 

The Progressed Horoscope. 

$6.00 

$6.00 

An exhaustive treatise on both the Primary and Secondary 
systems of Directing $6.00 

POSTAGE EXTRA. 

AZQTH PUBLISHING CO .. 
15 Hamilton Pl., New York City 

Please mention Azoth . when writing to . Advertisers 



~ Step! A Revelation ~ 
A Boot has been written entitled 

"Strands of Gold" 
or 

"From Dai'kneaa Into Light" 
By ALBERT O. FRIEDRICHS 
It I• a Poetical Work or a rellKiollll order, 

combined with NEW THOUGlJT. 
For 7nra the writ.er had made a ay11-

tematlc atudy of MENTAL SCIENCE; 
but he derived little benefit, and In a mase 
he wu In deapalr of .ever attaining 1uccea, 
when, u If b7 a miracle, the thing• that 
were IO perplexing were IO revealed to 
hlJD that he could not help but cr7 out 
In wonder : "Oh, God; how mighty and 
full of wladom Thou art!" The ·book la 
replete In ev9r7 detail, ending with a 
vivid deacrtp t lon of "SOUL LIFE," giv
lnc lhe reader a clear conception of the 
lnaeparable union which exllltl between 
the INFINITE and the FINITE being . 

The book will teach you how to attain 
the loftleat aucceaa and the higheet degree 
of Mental, Moral and Physical perfection. 
Price of book (cloth binding) Sl.00, po1t
pald. 

Friedrich• Publiahing Co. 
Mankato, llbm. Dept. H-2 

DR. LUNTZ'S 
HERBAL FLAXOLYN 

COMPOUND 
Nature'• Roota and Herb• Compound ed 
with Baked Fla•Hed, That le FLAXOL YN 

The Modern Remedy for all Stomach Atl 
mentl, Liver Trouble , ConatlpaUon, G all -

Stonea and Kidney Trouble. 

The Ingredients of Flaxolyn are prin te d 
openly upon every box. 

It waa the open publication of t h e 
FLAXOLYN FORMULA that from t h e 
Yery flrat won the confidence of b ot h 
phyalclan1 and the tieneral pub li c. 
When you take a medicine, you aho u ld 
know what you are taklntl. When y o u 
are not told, there II a rea1on for n ot 
telllntl you. 
Fla..olyn la aold at $1.00 per box , po 1t
pald; 1ufflclent for fifteen day1' tre a t
ment. 

Special Price for Phyaici•n• 
Send for Free Booklet on Rules of 

Health 

DR. HARRIS H. LUNTZ 
1155 St. John• Place, BROOKLYN, N . Y. 

Bound Volumes of Azoth 
With great difficulty we have been able finally to repurchase, at 

enhanced expense, back numbers of Azoth, and can now supply those 
who are anxious to procure them a limited number of bound volume, at 
the followini prices: 

Vol. 2 
Vol. S 

Vol. • 
Vol. •S 
Vol. 6 

Jan., 1918, to June, 1918, 
July, 1918, to Dec., 1918, 
Jan., 1919, to June, 1919, 
July, 1919, to Dec., 1919, 

Jan., 1920, to June, 1920, 

6 number,, 
6 numbers, 
6numben, 
6 numben, 
6 numbers, 

All bound in rich dark blue cloth, lettered in gold. 

8.00 
8.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 

The scarcity of these books will make them of ever increasing value in 
the future. · 

AZOTH PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Book Dept., 15 Hamilton Place New York 

Pl•ae meati .. AHtll wltea writiaa -to adnrtiaera 

.! 
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Character Sketches 
Ana.lyzed a.ccording to · the Science of Number Vlbra.tlon. Send S2.00 with month, da.y and 

yea.r of birth, full name with any changes , mother 's maiden , father's full name . Will send you 
a sk etch tellin g your full capabilities and talents, what you ·came to earth to do, and the 
quality of atoms you selected to build yoµr temple, your body, showing vocation be st suited to 
you, adaptability, health , harmonious Triad, suggesting selection of fr iends and companions. 
Addreas-Mrs . ld'Ora Greene Tillman, 333 W. 57th St., N. Y. City. 

The Forum of Infinite Truth 
teaches the way to happiness and Karmic Mastery through SPIRITUAL SCIE .NCE-the law 
of SPIRIT. Harmonize yourself with the UNLIMITED INVISIBLE and conquer Inheritance 
environment and material limitations. Individual spiritual protective TALISMANIC 
CHARTS with 10 evolution Instruction lessons, $10 . 1The Tallsmanlc Paa.Im of Peace, $.50 

Address 2531 Etna Street, Berkeley, Cal. 

OLD AND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS 
on all branches of esoteric science: hermetic philosophy, magic, alchemy, 
astrology, symbolism, etc., imported, sold and bought (by mail only). 

Also desired books traced by 

FRANCIS MAYER, 837 N. 4th St., Camden, New Jersey 

CHRIST-WAY College of OCCULT Science (Incorporated) 
Box 1"506 Los Anlleles, Callfornla, Dr. Allee Ba ker, Founder and President. 
A perfect constructive system of Instruction , Erudite to the NEW-AGE , fundamen t als. A 
modern syst em through which Anc ient Occult teachings are Revealed, and through the van
tage ground of Occult understanding and unfoldment, Mysticism becomes, Chrlated-LIG HT, 
WISDOM . B ... d upon tho one fundamental principle TRUTH (Universal), Thi• system holds the KEY to the E..,. 
teric Breath. The conscious unfoldment of the Suth )and Seventh sense the spiritual !acuities, ILLUMINATION. Dr. 
Baker speciali1es on Mail Order Instructions, giving personal attention. Send !Oc. in stamps (foreign coin) for Bulletin and 
healin~ KEY discriptive letter, terms, or for a ohort time Sl.00 including above with two lessons self Harmony and Concon. 
tration. Diplomas given mention A1oth, 

PROSTITUTION Its History, Cause and Cure , by Dr. J . H · 
Greer , 25c. Marri age, as. it was , . is and 
should be. By Annie Besant, 25c. No . l, 

Scarlet Revi ew, 25c . . Dian a, a psyche-physiologic al Sex Ess ay, 25c. The Crucible, 
4 differant samples, lOc. 

RA YMER'S OLD BOOK STORE 
1330 Flrat Avenue , 

The weary pilgrim oft doth ask to know 
How far he's come, how far he has to go." 

Seattle, W a sh. 

Your Past or Futur e Incarnation accura te ly calcula te d acc ordin g to the DHRUVA-NADI
HINDU Syst em, which gives the NIRAJANASPHUTAM" of all the planets of all Past
Present and Future generations . Send In your hour and date of birth and know Thyself" 

A Manuscript with maps for Past-Incarnation .... . . . .. ... ..... ... . . .. .. .. . . s .10 
Same with a Future-Incarnation ..... ... . • . .. , ...... . ... ,, ..... . . ... .. . •. . s . 18 

Address-Signor Giuaeppe Muscat F, R. C., 9704 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. 

Are You Successful 1 
I ha'Oe helped hundreda1 I can help you through the scientific analysis of name 'Yibrat.!ons re

•reallng your capabilities and deelres . Attain happiness, 1ucceS1. For vocational advice state 
PNIHnt occupation. Bend full name at birth with any changea and birthday with $3.00 for An-' 
al7Bfs. Biatement of Tlbrationa for 1921 and what It holda for you-$ .110. Correspondence 
eo~ b:,c mall. Mention A.&oth. DOROTHY SAUNDERS, Box 72, Coolldlle Corner, 

Peraonallty and Vocational Expert Boeton, MaH. 



YOU SIJQV.LP 
READ 

The Golden Mlat, by E. G. Owen. 
SI.25 

Presents a set of living pictures, 
especially dedicated to lovers of chil
dren. Beautifully bound white cloth, 
cold letterinc. 
Steps to Succeu, by Ina Fischer .50 

Daily thoughts of. the Higher Life. 
A perpetual calendar of wise and help
ful thoughts gathered from the best 
teachers. 
The Keo1lngtoo Booklets of Beau-

tiful Thoughts (each) .25 
From Jeremy Taylor 
From Jeremy Collier 
On Love 
On Woman 

The Impersonal Life. .65 
A modern classic. A life long friend 

and a constant inspiration which will 
never fail you. 
Wealth, by the same author. .25 
The Teacher, by the same author . . 25 

AZOTH PUBLISHING CO . 
. 15 Hamilton Place N. Y. City 

" The Letters of a Woman 
Who Was" 

by 

"The Woman " 

A REM ARKABLE OCCULT 
EXPERIENCE ! ! 

All students of Occultism 
should have this contribu
tion in their library. $1.50 

Azoth Publishing Co., Inc. 
15 HAMIL TON PLACE 

Broadway and 137th Street 
New York City 

. IMPORTANT! -
IN order that we may 
?J. be able to give our 

friends the best pos
sible service it is nece s
sary that you observe 
the following rules: 

1 . Address all your 
communications to the 
Azoth Publishing Com
pany, and not to any 
individual, unless it is 
of a strictly personal 
nature. 

2. All r e m i tt an c es 
should be made pay
able to the Azoth Pu b 
lishing Company, and 
under no circumstances 
to any individual who 
1s c o n n e c t e d w i t h 
Azoth. 

If you will follow the 
ab o v e Instructions i t 
will enable us to give 
your communication 
prompt attention; oth er
wise, there may be a 
delay. · 

Awth Publishing Co., Inc. 
15 Hamilton Place 

New York City 

Please meatioo Azoth wllea wrh,1ur to adnrtiaen 
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LAWRENCE W. ROGERS 
SPECIAL LECTURER ON SALES PSYCHOLOGY 

College of the City of New York 

Will help you to find your inner powers and achieve the Success "God 
and Nature intended that you should achieve!" 
D? ~OU IQiow yourself? Do YOU know how to intelligently and 
sC1entifically overcome the obstacles that retard your progress? 
Fifteen illuminating lessons mailed by-~eekly. 
A Pract!cal ~ourse by a practical man for practical people who aspire 
to do big things. Send stamp tor particulars to 

f. ~ -~ _ ROGERS SELF - DEVELOPMENT SERVICE 
~teri on Studios, 810-814 Carnegie Hall, New York CitJ· 

, 1:\1A TA THE 
BY ISABELLA 

MAGICIAN' 
INGALESE 

AR "RANGEMENTS ARE NOW . BEING COMPLETED 
FOR THE PRODUCTION IN 

M lOTION PICTURE FORM 
of th e above Novel, and other well known 

OCCULT WORKS 
ANYONE I NTERES'.a. ED, AND DESIRING TO HELP IN THIS WORK, FOR 

FURTHER INFOR '.MATI ON, COMMUNI CATE WITH SECRETARY 

NEW RA PRODUCTIONS 
Main 2486 SUIT,F.: 406 LAUGHLIN BLDG. Los Angeles, Cal. 

STUD Y AP '"'LIED PSYCHOLOGY 
A wonderful helpful cour se o! ten (10) 1 ~,ons ~n abov e subi ect at S10, for course for study 

Secure original book on " Aur as and Color •., whi ch will prove a r evelation at s. 75 also 
" Bo ston Lectur es on th e N ew Psycholog at .. $1.50. Read . the fascinating book on the 
"S piri t World" at s .50, " T elepathy-Its S \:lence at S .75, and m cloth Sl.50. Buy "Melchi
zedek " cloth $1.00 , p aper S .50- a revela. ·on of Occult Bib~e Mys te ries. Send stamped ad
dr essed envelope for delin eation of p sychic ~owers on P sychical Unfoldment to 

Dr. J.C. F. Grumbine, 1916 East 105th Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 

' pR OST AT ~ TROUBLE 
Prostate Disorders, Blad.der Troubles in rui;llRi getting up frequently at night, posi
tively ~d rapidly oyercome witho!lt drugs, priv~.'~\7 ~t home; Doctors, Osteopath!!, 
Chiropractors, Physical Culture Directors, use 1t; eal!lily used by anyone, anywhere 
no matter what you have tried or how old the case, 4iis method will bring result~ 
quickly. Write for frd illustrated booklet and convincin~ testimony. 

ELECTROTHE "RMAL COMPANY, 55-A Homan Bld g .;, SteubenTille, Ohio. 

ARE YOU WORRIED? 
ASTROLOGY:- Thin k in t erm s of common sens e, and combine common sem . • _ 

liz a.tion of t he grande ur of lif e and its manifold pro blems . I want to help yo t;etomtdh a ·r~a: 
and to a.void life's pitf alls . Send m e with two doll ar s th e hour, day, montl o this, 
plac e wher e born, also wheth er ma.le or fem ale. , year and 
In mat te rs of marri age or par tnership send the bir th particular• of your !lane~ 
No ext ra charg e for "Uni on" horoscop es. ' or partner. 

Address: RONALD V. GARRATT, 
16 Queensbury Ave., Birthcliffe, Ontario, Canada. 

"Pl eas e mention Azoth when writing to Advertisers / 
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SY CO-GRAF 
U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending 

The Psychic Machine-A Mechanical Ouija 

The dual, revolving indicators register 
micro-psychic impressions too delicat e for // 
other devices. Clearer records . Greater f/ . 
speed. 

A SCIENTIFIC MACH .. 
NOT A FAD NOR A FET. ISH 

Those who doubt the honesty of their nearest friends on other di' . 
deception is easy are startlingly undeceived by the SYCO-GRA F whl' .:vices where 
do not follow the indicators, and where the operators' eyes may be cl ~red the trn~s 
folded without impairing the record. ose or 1D -

Special alloy bearings, mahogany finish . Boxed, all charges pre- "d •
5 

OO 
Send for free booklet "Psychics and the SYCO-GRAF." <Pat ' <P • • 

THE AUBURN COMPANY 
64 North Main St. P· covidence, R. I. 

MUSIC 
Inst ead of trying to l earn music by the 
usual bungling methods of sp ending hours 
dally in the practice of mechanical exer
clses,adopt "The Intensive Sys te m of Music 
Study " wbich combin es exp ert knowl edge 
of music with the use of the HI GHER 
FACULTIES, or sup er-conscious mind. 
Thls will remove all limitations and lead 
to the pinnacle of MASTERY . For Ar tis t, 
T eacher, Pupil. Do not a llow past dis
courag ements to dishearten you . 
Miss Mary Albert . of St . Louis, age eleven , 
af te r sev en mon ths c,f t h e "In te nsive 
Sys te m " [and seven or the old syste m] 
played th e "Nightingal e" by Alabieff-Li szt 
from memory and wit h bea utiful tec hnic al 
mas te ry, t he "Rond o Ca pricci oso" by 
Mende lssohn. and is n ow st udying tb.11, 
"Marc he Milite.ire" by Schub er t -T.""'11sig 
and th e "Rev9lutionary Etude " b¥--'Cho pin 
with anti re success. , 
NO OTHER- M ET H O D C'/A N DIS· 
TANT LY APPROAC H THl ~ CHIEVE
MEN T 
Read what a teac ffl" wi th prominen t 
Chlca go C<' n.necf''m, says: 
"Ther OTH ER LIVING TE A-

--~-- J.l .. ~C,aH 'ls NO ,ufide nt , who can accom
.,. E R I _ ... c~ what you can do . "Writ e 

'"" .• ,!JI PUP!et to "Ame rica 's Lea.cling 
, • free bo o~ert" 

T echn ique E~IC LILLEBRIDGE 
FREDE ' 

Suit e "O," 

Odeon Studios, ST. LOUIS, MO_ 

Dur.1can Macnaughton, 

( M.A., LL. B., W. S. 

) Forecast for any particular year, 
$.2.00 

Natal figure giving full details as to 
character and general tendencies, 

$10. 
If you are worrying about anything, 
mention it in your letter. 
Give date and place of birth. If 
the exact minute of birth is not 
known give dates of journeys, ill
ness, etc., in past life; sex, married 
or single, occupation. 

1736 Balaclava Street, Vancouver, B. C. 

Pl ease mention Azoth when writinll to advertiaera 
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The Serpent Power 
belns the 

Shat-Shakra-Nlrupana and Pad
uka-PanchakL 

Two works on Tantrik Yop; 
tnmelaled from the lanakrit, with 
Introduction and Commentary. 

By Arthur Avalon 

An dhauatiw treatise of the 
Serpent Power called Kundalini 
and the Yoga connected with it. 
Cloth, 180 pp., beautifully illus
trated. 

Price $8.00 

R-Uzlnc the importance of this 
book to all students of Occult.ism, 
we have imported a supply for our 
readers. 

Azoth Publishing Co~pany, 
Book Dept., 15 Hamilton Place 

New York City. 

AN EGYPTIAN LOVE SPELL, 
By Maris Herrington Billings 

A thrilling reincarnation story, which holds you 
spell-bound from start to finish. 
Those who enjoy a good story for the story's 
sake; those who revel in entrancing descriptions; 
those who love the strange fascination which is in 
the occult and mysterious, will all be interested in 
and marvel at the wonders of this hook. 
Cloth .. ......••.• • . •.• •.• • •• • ..••••.•.... $ .75 
Paper..... ....... ........................ ,SO 

MAGIC, WHITE AND BLACK, 
By Franz Hartmann, M. D. 

A new edition of this well-known book 1 dealing 
with the dual nature of things, the positive and 
negative, the right aud wrong uses to which man 
can put his magical powers. 
Cloth .................... . ...... ....... , . . . $2.50 

PATANJALI'S YOGI APHORISMS, 
By William Q. Judge. 

An interpretation of the subject of Concentration, 
and the powers to which concentration leads. 
Pocket edition, cloth ................... , ... $ ,75 
Leather ............ , • . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 1.50 

The Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply 
Company 

45-47-49 John Street New York City 

Complete catalog of Masonic, Occult, Mystical, 
Astrological and New Thought books mailed on 
request. 

THE ABSORBENT COMPRESS 
IS HARMLESS, PAINLESS AND 

WONDERFULLY EFFICIENT 
The Absorbent Compreuea act to absorb and 
draw out from the body the germs and poisons 
which are the cause of Disease. One of the 
best and most certain action of the Comprcsse1 
ia in cases of 

FIBROID TUMORS 
This io far better than Surgical Operations 

as it not only absorbs the growth but removes 
all poisons from the body so that there can be 
no return of the di1caae. 
Some of the cases treated by the ABSORB
ENT COMPRESSES: 

My wife, Katherine Wooley, suffered from a 
large Fibroid Tumor for more than seven 
years. She had severe headaches and was in 
constant pain . I employed the best physicians 
but she lost weight and grew worse. 

I learned of the Absorbent Compresses and 
secured a supply. She used them and im• 
proved at once. The great Tumor grew small• 
er and soon disappeared. She was soon re• 
stored to health and has been well ever since. 

The Absorbent Compresses are just what 
they are represen tcd to be. 

ERNEST] . WOOLEY, 
Chicago, Ill. 

Sworn before United States Commissioner 
Clair E. Moore, Special Commissioner. 

For large tumors the Number 8 Compresses 
arc used. Smaller ones Number 2. 

Absorbent Compress Company 
52 Wisner Block, Rochester, N. Y. 

Experiences and 
Mistakes 
Second Edition 

By EUGENE DEL MAR 

CONTENTS 

The Scbool of Life, Man a Creator, 
Bein!&, EspreHlon and Manlfe1tatlen, 
What Esperlence InYohea, 11:.Yelutlon, 
Esperlence and Prlnclplea, Wla4om 
and Esperlence, BeneOcence of Es
perlence, Neceult,. and Value of 11!:,:
perlence, Attractlna Esperleacea. Tbe 
Art of Lhlna, Attitude Toward Esperl
encea, DIYeralty of Esperlencea, Slll
nlOcance of Mlatakea, Recetaltlol!! 
and Value of Mlstakea, AYel.tlaj Mla
takea, Not Reepon1lble f•r Reaulu . 
Sequence for Clause uul Effecta, La• 
of Compea1atlon, Good, Better, Beat. 

25 cents 

FOR SALE BY 

AZOTH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
· Booll Dept, 

15 Hamilton Placo, New York Cltp 

Copyri11ht, 191', The Azoth Publialliq- Co., New York City. 

Please mention Atttk wheR writinll te advertisers 



Books You Should Have 
An Introduction to the Study of the Tarot 

By Paul F. Oue 
An unique and valuable study of the symbolism of this ancient Book 
of Thoth. U.75 

The Fundamental Principles of the Yi King Tao 
and the Cabballas or Egypt, India. ud the Hebrews, by Zeoli& J. 
Boyile . A complete system of numerology far in advance of anythini 
of the kind yet published. Sl.75 

A Simple Study in Theosophy, by Michael Whitty 
A most competent critic says: "Mr . Whitty is to be congratulated on 
having produced one of the best, if not the best, elementary treatises 
on Theosophy extant." Sl.50 

-
My Tussle With the Devil, and Other Stories 

By 0. Henry's Ghost. 195 pages, cloth. One of the most remarkable 
books of Spirit Authorship yet printed. This great sbort-story wnter 
1ays: "I wish to tell the world what I know NOW." Sl.!HI 

The Tale of Christopher, by Abigail Colton 
144 pages, cloth. A channinl and instructive story of life ID this and 
the next world. U.M 

The Impersonal Life. An ever praeat inspiration to the hlcllest 

ideals. Paper. 
The Apron-rts Traditions. History and Secret Signillcance, by Frank 

C. Higgins, 32° . With 27 illustrations. 

A. U. M-The Lost Word, by Frank C. Hiuim, 320. 
25 Wuatratiom 

Power to Create "Spiritual and Material Attraction" "The Div
---------' inity of Desire" "Living Ideals" Etc., Etc. 

The Problems of Llf e and How to Master Them, by E. o. 
-----------' Owen. Helpful to rlcht thoupt and 

right action 

The Seer and Master By J~es B. FAtee. A study of what ___________ , man IS and what he can be. 

43 pp. paper 

The Bu"le Reveille in t~e Life Bey_ond. A bit of comfort toSoldiers' 
____ e. __ , Mothers, Wives and Fnends. 

TbeH price• are net, poetate muet be added. 
Book• oa all occult eabJecta. 

AZOTH PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 
Book De1n., II Hamilton Place, New York. 

-se mention Asoth when wririn~ to ad•erti•en 
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